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ANN DEMICHAEL EVALUATION.

AND A LETTER.

Ann DeMichael,
2924 Penny Lane,
Youngstown, Ohio. 44515.

RELIGION vs POLITICS.

RELIGION = true Religion = follows the Path of Humility. NOT = as some have misunderstood - towards man = but towards God. That is why the worldly man cannot Understand why the humble Christian will not Bow down to his Images, nor be awed by his Power. He has seen a Greater. To whom to Bow. GC 167,214,126,602.

POLITICS = on the other Hand = follows the Road of Ambition. What can he get out of THIS Life. He wants his Kingdom = here and now. By fair means or foul. "MIGHT makes RIGHT." That is not Religion - that is Politics. Much that "RELIGIONISTS" do is not in the Realm of RELIGION at all - but clear over in the Realm, and under the ETHICS (or lack of them!) of POLITICS.

POLITICS can flex ± bend ± change with the Temper of the Times, and the Direction of the Wind.

RELIGION - never!

When Church is married to State = when RELIGION decides to invite into her Household the Mighty Men of POLITICS = you have a very Dangerous situation. POWER goes to the Head of RELIGION, for the sake of which she forsakes sound DOCTRINE = the fierce, the bloody, the incontinent, and the brawler, come to Think they have the Approbation of God = just because they have won the silly Head of the Church.

SHAKESPEARE

Under the guise of Culture - Poetic England has entertained War-Mongering Fatalism. Eastern Pantheism came largely to Kellogg via Waggoner's new-found English bride.

Encomiasts ± Panegyrics given to vain Flattery ± Eulogy of vain Mortals, soon enough steer themselves into vain Doctrine that leaves them Puffed-up in their Fleshly Minds

"I was greatly pained to see on the first page of a recent issue of the SIGNS... SHAKESPEARE. May the Lord pity our discernment if we have no better Food than this to give the Flock of God... Let them see the SINFULNESS of exalting such men as SHAKESPEARE... I felt grieved and heartsick... such ENCOMIUMS... IDOLATROUS SHRINE." CWE 172-

"THOSE BLIND LEADERS... classical authors of ancient Greece ± Rome. "EDUCATION"... "is becoming a system of SEDUCTION... (1)
"Many of our public schools are hotbeds of Vice. How can our youth be shielded from these contaminating influences?... They need a Pilot...

"The Bible presents a perfect Standard of CHARACTER. This sacred Book, inspired by God, and written by Holy men, is a perfect Guide... its teachings will lead the soul upward. It will elevate the mind, improve the CHARACTER, and give Peace & Joy to the Heart." FCE 98-101.

THE ADVENTIST CHURCH UP TO 1885 = RESISTED THE ENCROACHMENT OF SOME OF THIS INFLUENCE = POLITICS being Earthly, seeks to win the MULTITUDES, RELIGION strives to please only her Lord & Master. "For the LOVE of the WORLD is ENMITY with God."

LOVE OF THE WORLD = (POLITICS) = set the pace for the pleasing AMBITION of the "WORLD'S CONVERSION" = which has come into the Household of Faith, and been Entertained in various ways & fashions until finally the CHURCH woke up one Day = to find the MAXWELL BOOK in her Lap.

ANN DEMICHAEL.

Ann DeMichael wants us to explore the Ambition of Politics as it developed & grew in the Ranks of the Leadership of the Adventist Church, until - OVERNIGHT = we could Wake up with the MAXWELL BOOK = and not a Peep of Protest around this World until the two C.F. DAVIS Letters to the "SIGNS" = 2 years AFTER the Book appeared, and which they said were the FIRST PROTESTS made - !!!

That was "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" - by Arthur S. Maxwell. That was 1970. The C.F. Davis letters were 1972. What has happened since 1972 - as the Scroll unrolls?

FOREWORD:

Perhaps we would do well to go back to the Beginning. To see the Setting of the Stage for this Sort of Drama.

As already mentioned, Sr. White rapped the Leaders of the Adventist Church over the knuckles = for Featuring on the Front Page of the "SIGNS" something that the World wanted = SHAKESPEARE. Once you give in to a TREND, this will quickly be followed by SHELLEY-BURNS-SHAW = and no End in Sight. Jesus of Nazareth would quickly take second place to = EISENHOWER-CHURCHILL-BEN GURION.
THE JEWISH HOPE.

It must be borne in mind that Britain set up the Jewish State. This is a fact of history, that no one that knows history will deny. But there are some who will lie and deny — no matter what you tell them. They may even be leaders in office — but they are MORONS in the sight of God. "The wisdom of your wise men shall be turned into foolishness." "A companion of fools — will be destroyed."

That 40,000,000 men had to die to make the world safe for Jews — and that the atheistic bolshevist Jews from Russia-Poland-Rumania — every one of the leaders in Tel Aviv being from the Communist bloc that they set up —

Not everyone knows that. Nor the battle now going on between religious American Jew and political atheist Jew — is also something that only a few informed people know. Although it has been broadcast to the world! The last to know anything about it is the Seventh-day Adventist with headquarters in Tel Aviv — Israel — !!!!

Christ opposed the mind of the Jew. The proud, haughty world-loving Church determined to set herself up in grand style. If Christ wouldn't do it — they would choose Bar-Abbas the red revolutionary! They wanted a world-metropolis at the cross-roads of worldly commerce and industry. The kingdom — here and now! Outwardly. Without the loss of one ambition!

This is the mind of Brinsmead! An outer veneer of self-righteousness — nothing within. This he has been trumpeting loud and long. F. T. Wright chimes in with maintaining all the evil intents: "imagination!" That is the new light discovery of March — May = 1972. How anyone could fall for that kind of religion = is the mystery of iniquity.

(1) 1958-1972. BRINSMEAD — no righteousness — no character — until the "sealing-judgment" hour. This was the so-called: "cleansing" message. To remain filthy. He kept harping on this theme. Some loved it. Nearly all. This is what made Spurgeon, the chief enemy of the third angel's message — popular. Finally Spurgeon ± Brinsmead hit it off in cool harmony — see "present truths" for 1973-4. If that is religion — they can have it.

(2) 1958-1972. WRIGHT — opposed Brinsmead on that point. He swung to the opposite extreme of the pendulum — he was ALL "Righteousness" — yesterday! By a wish upon
An Awakening: STAR! A Thump ± a Prayer! He was SINLESS, NOTHING-WANTING = had the very "LIFE" of Christ! had the very "NATURE" of Christ! (Too Bad no one could See it!) and, well - come to Think of it = why not the very = "RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD?" and as the Serpent whispered to Eve in the Garden = "IN ACTUAL FACT A DIVINE HUMAN BEING!!" (All this and much more thoroughly Documented in other Publications - ask for a Free Packet.)

(3) 1972 - as a clear Directive of FROOM = the Master-Mind of the Australian Awakening Act - FTW in March, RDB in May - 1972. Announced to the World their giving up their 1958-1972 Religion - to reach over the Abyss to clasp the hand of HEPPENSTALL = NO CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE UNTIL CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES! The Jews have won again! (For a while!)

Christ is Crucified afresh. The Third Angel's Message, the Testimony of Jesus = all down the Adventist Drain. No POWER to Overcome. No HOLY SPIRIT to guide us into all Truth. No ANGEL guard left. No NOTHING can be done for man - until Messiah appears! The Old JE WISH Hope! CRUCIFYING the Message of INTERNAL CLEANLINESS NOW!

Did you know that was the Battle then? As that History is Repeated = Listen to this:

"Ye blind guides... Woe unto you, scribes ± Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye make CLEAN the OUTSIDE of the cup ± of the platter, but WITHIN they are FULL of EXTORTION ± EXCESS.

"THOU BLIND PHARISEE, cleanse FIRST that which is WITHIN the cup ± platter, that the OUTSIDE of them may be CLEAN ALSO.

"WOE unto you, scribes ± Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye are like unto WHITED SEPULCHERS, which indeed appear BEAUTIFUL OUTWARD, but are WITHIN full of DEAD MEN'S BONES, and of all UNCLEANNESS.(as they themselves boast!)

"Even so ye also OUTWARDLY appear RIGHTEOUS unto men, but WITHIN ye are FULL of hypocrisy ± iniquity... Ye SERPENTS, ye GENERATION of VIPERS, how can ye escape the DAMNATION of HELL?" Matt. 23:24-33.

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THESE BLIND LAODICEANS -
"CLEANSE your hands, ye sinners, and PURIFY your Hearts, ye DOUBLE-MINDED... before the fierce ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!" 1T:180.(Footnotes.)
"In place of the one coarse garment which was their covering by Day, and their blanket by Night, they hoped that Christ would give them the rich & costly Robes of their Conquerors. ALL HEARTS THRILLED with the PROUD HOPE that Israel was soon to be HONORED before the nations as the CHOSEN of the Lord, and Jerusalem EXALTED as the HEAD of a universal KINGDOM.

"Christ disappointed the HOPE of worldly greatness. In the sermon on the Mount, He sought to UNDO the work that had been wrought by FALSE EDUCATION, and to give His hearers a right conception of His KINGDOM & of His own CHARACTER... The MULTITUDES were AMAZED at this Teaching...

"While those who yield to the influence of the Holy Spirit BEGIN WAR with THEMSELVES, those who cling to sin WAR against the TRUTH and its representatives. THUS STRIFE IS CREATED... TRUE CHARACTER is not SHAPED from WITHOUT, and PUT ON; it radiates from WITHIN... As He swept away the RUBBISH under which the TRUTH had been BURIED, they thought He was sweeping away the TRUTH itself...

"The GREATEST DECEPTION of the human mind in Christ's day was, that a mere ASSENT to the Truth constitutes RIGHTEOUSNESS... The same Danger still exists... Many are ZEALOUS in religious SERVICES, while between them & their Brethren are unhappy DIFFERENCES which they might RECONCILE. God requires them to do all in their power to restore HARMONY. Until they do this, He cannot accept their Services...

"As long as one does this, he can find no Hope or Pardon, and he will finally lose all desire to be reconciled to God... Of those now connected with Him, there were many who had been attracted by the HOPE of a WORLDLY KINGDOM. These must be UNDECEIVED... The Word of God, received into the soul, MOLDS the thoughts, and enters into the DEVELOPMENT of CHARACTER... The TEST was too great. The ENTHUSIASM... grew COLD... they turn their backs upon the Truth, and walk no more with Jesus...

"THEY LONGED for a CONQUEROR who would give them temporal POWER... To the MULTITUDE, and afterward more fully to His disciples, Jesus explained that DEFILEMENT comes not from WITHOUT, but from WITHIN... The disciples noted the RAGE of the spies as their FALSE TEACHING was EXPOSED. They saw the ANGRY looks, and heard the half-muttered words of dissatisfaction & REVENGE... (5)
"But PHARISEE & SADDUCEE now UNITED against Christ. LIKE seeks LIKE; and EVIL, wherever it exists, leagues with EVIL for the destruction of the Good... The GLORIFICATION of THEMSELVES was the object of their lives... the longing for HUMAN APPROVAL (Psychology)... their HOPES were to be CRUSHED... they talked together in low, sorrowful tones in regard to what the future would be... The Saviour's words awakened in the disciples a feeling of SELF-DISTRUST...

["The attributes of the CHARACTER of Christ can be imparted to those only who DISTRUST THEMSELVES." TM 259,103.]

"Therefore say I unto you, The KINGDOM of God shall be taken from YOU, and given to a NATION bringing forth the FRUITS thereof... A lesson for US..." DA 299,305-311,324, 383,391-3,397,405,408-9,418,437,597-8.

"The Jews... Their minds were DARKENED by transgression... they EXCUSED their sins. They FLATTERED themselves... These things"are written for OUR admonition, upon whom the ends of the World are come."... Not by its NAME, but by it's FRUIT, is the value of the Tree determined. If the FRUIT is WORTHLESS, the NAME cannot save the Tree from Destruction... Profession is WORTHLESS. If their LIFE & CHARACTER were not on harmony with God's Law, they-were-not-His-people... they are like the CHAFF, that is given to the FIRE...

"They would receive the FALSE Teacher BECAUSE he FLATTERED their PRIDE by SANCTIONING their cherished opinions & traditions... Is not the same thing repeated in our Day?... The words of Jesus to His hearers in the synagogue struck at the root of their SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS, pressing home upon them the BITTER TRUTH that they had departed from God, and forfeited their CLAIM to be His people. Every-word-cut-like-a-knife...

"While the people were eager to believe that He had come as a KING, (Maxwell p.56.) to establish an EARTHLY REIGN, He desired to turn their minds AWAY from the EARTHLY to the SPIRITUAL... As it was in the days of Christ, SO IT IS NOW; the PHARISEES do not know their spiritual destitu-tion. TO THEM comes the Message, "Because thou sayest, I am RICH, and increased with goods, and have need of NOTHING... TO THEM it is said," Remember therefore from whence thou art fallen and REPENT, and do the first works; or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy Candlestick out of his place, except thou REPENT."
"REPENTANCE was demanded; but instead of REPENTING, he tried to JUSTIFY himself. Rather than acknowledge the Truth... he hoped both to parry CONVICTION to JUSTIFY himself in the eyes of the people... Trained in the School of NATIONAL BIGOTRY...

"Jesus answered, "The KINGDOM of God cometh not with OUTWARD show; neither shall they say, LO here! or, LO there! for, behold, the KINGDOM of God is WITHIN you"... Look NOT here or there for manifestations of EARTHLY POWER to mark its coming... it is not attended by worldly pomp...

(COMPARE THE FOLLOWING WITH MAXWELL p. 77-9, 82-3, 94-5.) "The JEWS were looking for a Messiah to be revealed in outward SHOW. They expected Him, by one flash of over-mastering WILL, to CHANGE the current of men's thoughts, and FORCE from them an acknowledgment of His supremacy. Thus, they believed, (and the Adventists believe) He was to secure His own EXALTATION, and gratify their ambitious hopes...

(COMPARE THIS WITH THE AWAKENING TEACHING NOT TO RESIST EVIL - YOU CANNOT DO IT: "IT IS NOT BY TRYING - IT IS BY DYING!" (TWICE-DEAD! God's people are very much ALIVE. "This will be the experience of every one who persists in tampering with sin. The elements of DEPRAVITY that are not RESISTED AND OVERCOME, respond to Satan's temptation, and the soul is LED ASTRAY at his will." DA 106-7, 212-3, 238-9, 261, 280, 498, 500, 506, 700, 720.

ALL THE ABOVE TAKES ON NEW MEANING IS WORTH READING AGAIN WHEN IT IS REALIZED THAT THE ADVENTIST CHURCH = "... are as unbelieving, and as far from fulfilling the requirements of God from coming up to their profession of Faith, as was the JEWISH CHURCH at the time of Christ's first Advent." 3T:200.

"You are following the same Path as did ancient Israel. There is the same falling away..." 5T:75-6. 1882.

REFORM.

We are not Championing everything that has appeared on the Adventist Horizon in the Guise of: "REFORM!!" We fought the SHEPHERD'S ROD when the Adventist Church did not. The Adventist Church resorted largely to Name-Calling. They were: "Wolves in Sheep's Clothing!" "Purple-Heads" "Lunatic Fringe" and about 200 other choice Appellations for good Measure. (7)
But did you Notice through it all - the Adventist Leaders did-not-show-in-what-way-they-were-Wrong-in-Doctrine! It was a POLITICAL fight over LEADERSHIP.

(1) 1972 - MARCH - WRIGHT cast aside his HOLY FLESH Doctrine. Caught in the Act of Chopping down his little Thorn Bush - he raised his little Hatchet and said: "I cannot tell a Lie! I did it! The Thorn Bush is no more! I now see the Light! NO CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE till Ben Gurion's Messiah comes!!"

(2) 1972 - MAY - BRINSMEAD took the SAME Position. DISOWNED his own Teaching of 1958-1972 Signed a Blood-Pact with Pope's Legate - HEPPENSTALL in order to get that MILLION $'s or more to launch the "LOUD CRY" as the PHARISEES ± SADDUCEES locked arms across the Gulf with go-between Anti-Legalism HEPPENSTALL - ready to mesh Gears with BILLY GRAHAM, the CATHOLICS, and even JEWS - "KEY '73!!"

(3) BUT WAIT A MINUTE! (A) As already stated, WRIGHT disowned his own Religion - his own Teaching - in March - 1972. (B) BRINSMEAD did the same - May - 1972. (C) The Adventists WITHDRAW that Publication in which they ATTACKED the BRINSMEAD AWAKENING - "The History ± Teaching of Robert Brinsmead" R&H. December 1961.

(4) 1974 - have you heard the Latest? (A) WRIGHT still offers for Sale - sends out a Sales Sheet - 1973! "ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION" - thorn bush ± all! Used to be FREE! Now it's $1.75. Obtainable from Australia or M.M.McCoy - California! Just what do they call that kind of DOUBLE-DEALING - ??? Are they UNSTABLE-IN-ALL their Ways? That they Sell the Old Religion - New Religion - Any Religion! Can they Look in the Mirror without holding their hand in front of their Face? Have they no Shame at all? No respect or burden for Souls? Just teach any old Sophistry to GET-THE-MONEY?
He had dug up his old Thorn Bush - now he has planted it again! Some call this: PSYCHOLOGY. The correct name is SOPHISTRY - MESMERISM. There is a Branch of these Arts - CALCULATED DECEPTION. The idea ± the Science being to ENTRANCE the Mind with DOUBLE-TALK, SUBTLE-REASONING, to cause the DISTURBED-IN-MIND to WONDER = And the Mind that WONDERS = forgets its TORMENT. Sr. White called it: "SPIRITUALISM." It is a Dabbling into the OCCULT World of Black ± White Magic.
FROM THE LAND OF SHAKESPEARE =
"The World's Conversion" - "I AM SAVED!" - "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" An English Nurse sold her Body to WAGGONER, and her EASTERN SOPHISTRIES to KELLOGG. "It's all the same - it's in the Game!" "It makes no difference now!"

KARMA ± FATALISM on the one hand = "CANNOT KEEP THE LAW!" "NO USE TRYING!" "THE CURSE OF LEGALISM!" while at the same Time, no Faith in the Power of God, the Son, or the Holy Spirit to keep us from Falling = yet very POSITIVE when it comes to: "I AM SAVED!"

"Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE," COL 154. (The mind weakened in Judgment by such SOPHISTRY cannot be entrusted to give the Last Message. EW 101.)

1893 - JONES sold: "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" the MIND- SCIENCE that always gives Birth to: "I AM SAVED!"
"SPEWN OUT" means: "GOING THROUGH!" The Mind-weakening Doctrine of "PERFECTIONISM!" EW 101. GC 57. MM 89.

1893 - JONES sold all that to BALLenger in the MARLOWE THEATRE - CHICAGO (he liked Chicago, the Gangster city to which he went as Head of the SDA Medical Dept. with DANIELLS to weld the Pact with the AMA.) JONES sold: "I AM SAVED!" another Type of DRUG to MIND ± SOUL = to BALLenger (1893 GCB 487-8. p.3,4,15-6. FTW-Sept.1966.)

1900 - BALLenger advanced to "HOLY FLESH!!" INDIANA. - 1900. Which is the Mind-Boggling Idea that with the FRED WRIGHT wish, thump, and prayer = PRESTO! CHANGO! You have the "very NATURE of Adam BEFORE the Fall!!" (Do not know how THAT is supposed to Help them! It did not keep ADAM from FALLING!) That this is "HOLY FLESH!!" see "THE HOLY FLESH MOVEMENT - $3.00. Elder Grotheer, PO Box.237, Florence, Miss. 39073. (SM 2:31-60.Ev.595.)

1903 - JONES ± WAGGONER. This mental condition led to full acceptance of "LIVING TEMPLE" till the day they died. "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" OLSON. (BBH-$5.00) p.302-320. "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY!" FROOM. (BBH-paper-$5.00) p.347,352(FROOM fell for the basics himself 386) (so did his Father Confessor-DANIELLS. 399) 524,674-676.

1905 - JONES. Yet the PACIFIC UNION PRESS published the JONES Book filled with LIVING TEMPLE sentiments of "SHOUT TO THE WORLD!!" that "I AM SAVED-SINLESS-HOLY!!" Which is what BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT did ± are doing. Under the DIRECTIVE of FROOM-JARNES-HEPPENSTALL ± LUCIFER (Which some indeed IMAGINE!) is the Message of 1888!)
1970 - MAXWELL. Expect that same PACIFIC UNION that spawned that JONES 'LIVING TEMPLE' Deception - to produce JARNES from their Bible College, and MAXWELL from their Press - 1970. "TRUTH will never be agreeable to a LIAR!" GC 542. "These Truths will stir the Enmity of Satan, and of men who love the Fables that he has devised." GC 132. "The followers of Christ + the servants of Satan = CANNOT HARMONIZE!" GC 507.

1972 - MARCH - WRIGHT - repudiated his Thorn Bush Religion. Most of his following left him. A few fugitives from the Insane Asylum - stayed with him.

1973 - DECEMBER - "LIST OF PUBLICATIONS" - now turns around + SELLS the OLD THORN-BUSH RELIGION he had disowned in MARCH - 1972! Anything to make a fast Buck. Conscience seared as with a Hot Iron. The Dog returned to his own Vomit again. The Sow that was Washed - to her Wallowing in the same Mire. (If you will pause to Note - THIS is "BIBLE LANGUAGE!!" And if you Study for yourself from the References given - you will then Understand the Fate of those who dared to go back into the OUTER COURT seeking the AWAKENING "GOD" - !!!! With OCCULT POSSESSION. See also RH A2:85,120,233,254: 5-270:101. (Or ask WHITE ESTATE for "HOLY FLESH" paper from SEMINARY COURSE.) And I seem to have one more here: RH A1:217,264,267.)

1961 - DECEMBER - SDA. "The History + Teaching of RDB."
R&B Publications. Replied to by RDB + DURST.RUE kept reiterating for YEARS that NO ONE BUT NO ONE - had even TRIED to show any Error in the AWAKENING Teachings. A lie means nothing to most Adventists in Office.

1972 - in the Interests of UNITY + HARMONY as Instituted in most Adventist Churches throughout American in a Secret Directive - on a certain Day - go and call all AWAKENERS BACK into Fellowship. 1971. 1972 both RDB + SDA released Official pronouncements of their ECUMENICAL UNION. Delafield asked in the R&B; "Would we be willing to accept them (and all other Reformers) BACK-JUST-AS-THEY-ARE?" (The Mind of the 8T:250 HARLOT! "Thou hadst a WHORE'S FORHEAD, thou refusedst to be ASHAMED" - "Therefore there hath been NO-LATTER-RAIN!" See Jer.3:3. "Come OUT of her, My people!!" "Go ye OUT to meet Him!!")

1972 - in the Interests of UNITY + HARMONY between the Sects of the PHARISEES + SADDUCEES the Adventists + RBD withdrew some or most of their "EXPOSE!!" Publications.
THE TRUCE = was either Temporal or more likely CONDITIONAL you go and do your Thing, and we will do ours. in "KEY '73" May the best man Win - and we will take it from there. Since KEY '73 was one BIG DRIP = with LESS Converts than 1972 = expect the "JEWS" as they did in the Big Ecumenical UNION back in the HOLY CITY as they launch ed their LOUD CRY - their Fight against the Romans. The SAME aspirations to elevate themselves in the Eyes of the World = with Failure came ACCUSATIONS, BICKERING, CHARGES, COUNTER-CHARGES = until JEW slew JEW and the Streets of Jerusalem were slippery with the Blood of JEWS. - BEFORE the Romans battered down the Walls! Look for the LOVE-FEST between ADVENTISTS ± the off-beat REFORMERS of every Hue and Color they were able to collect in the "MISSION 1971" Target-Year to get ready for the Thrust of "KEY '73" FROOM and his "40-Year Plan" - both DEAD! Expect new Leaders to arise on the Stage - EVERYWHERE - !!!!

IF THE SEALING = blends in with this = look for Strange Developments with Voices ± Miracles ± Healings ± Tongues ± Flying Saucers, and with the Close of Adventist Probation = THE SUNDAY LAW! 9T:97.6T:400-4, 1974 = ADVENTISTS - as Trickey as WRIGHT = ARE STILL SELLING some of their Old Publications ATTACKING THE AWAKENING! I heard of this one and sent for it - 1974! "THE BRINSMHEAD AGITATION!" General Conference Release-1969. Bearing many or most of the Arguments in the 1961 Paper. So the Bond of Peace between them is mighty Shaky. It will not Last - it cannot Last - God will not permit it. He never has... PHILISTINE will be at PHILISTINE in the Midnight Hour. The Stage is all Set. SDA BLACK will clobber SDA "CIVIL DEFENSE" Warden. (Or have they forgotten the Oaths of Allegiance they SIGNED - ??? The Government did not forget. Those Signatures are there - EVERY ONE - !!! HIDE-OUT CENTERS? They will come after you and pick you up - right there! Ordering you to your Post of Duty. Unless you = RESIGN NOW - !!!)

TO UNDERSTAND THE COMPLEX DEVELOPMENTS - THE WHYS ± WHEREFORS THAT LED TO THE MAXWELL BOOK = IT IS HARD TO KNOW WHAT TO BRING IN OR WHAT TO LEAVE OUT = TO HAVE THE PROPER BACKGROUND TO BE ABLE TO UNDERSTAND HOW. SUCH A RABID PRODUCTION EVER PASS ANY "BOOK COMMITTEE" OR CONFERENCE. = LET ALONE THE ENTIRE CHURCH WITH THE "SIGNS!" RECEIVING ONLY ONE PROTEST IN TWO LONG YEARS - !!! SURELY THE HOLY SPIRIT IS BEING WITHDRAWN! (11) IN THIS MIDNIGHT HOUR.
SOME HISTORY - SOME FACTS - SOME ADVENTISTS - !!!
SOME PROFESSIONAL LIARS SAY THIS IS THE SAME CHURCH
AS IN THE BEGINNING-

[EDWARD DAVIS. RESEARCH - May 25, 1974. SDA PUBLICATION=
"OLD FASHIONED CAMP MEETING REMEMBRANCE HANDBOOK":
In the main Body of this Publication = featuring 295
Books - only 3 of them by EGW - !!! All these New
Writers pushing the TESTIMONIES to one Side. Did she
not say this would come - ??? "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER."
Which would constitute this a "NEW ORGANIZATION." In
the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" SM 1:204-5.

[We are not to "JOIN" this "NEW ORGANIZATION" nor
listen to them "WITHOUT PROTEST" any longer! For that
would mean: "APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH!" for they simply
have no Truth left! See all this + more in SM 2:390.
SM 1:196 = Where we are told to: "UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS
SOPHISTRIES" and to "MEET IT!" HEAD-ON! SM 1:196,205.
Before we do that - let us turn and see how all this
came about - for it Developed = STEP BY STEP.]

.MAXWELL ± THE JEWS GOING TO SAVE THE WHOLE WORLD BY
SETTING UP A "ONE-WORLD-GOVERNMENT" = the word used
over ± over again in this ENGLISH-JEW CONCOCTION =
"MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" -

1885 - R&H: "FACTS FOR THE TIMES."
"The lightest down will soonest show
Which way the rising breezes blow." p.122.

"THE TEMPORAL MILLENNIUM, OR THE WORLD'S CONVERSION
A FABLE" = the Teaching of Seventh-day Adventists.1885.
"The doctrine of the WORLD'S CONVERSION,
styled a "MODERN NOVELTY," and admitted by its author
to be a "NEW HYPOTHESIS," was invented by Daniel Whitby,

DR. HENSHAW, late Bishop of Rhode Island =
... is a novel doctrine, unknown to the church for the
space of 1600 years... and has been received without
careful examination by the majority of evangelical
divines of the present day..."

A writer in the CHURCH ADVOCATE =
"However Dr. Whitby got up the NOTION of the World's
Conversion, I cannot tell. (12)
"The ancient church never believed it, and for hundreds of years it was never preached."

D. D. BUCK... "Avenging of the Elect" = "The primitive Christian faith entirely discarded the Origenian Romish faith that the world would be converted previous to the second coming of Christ." p.71. FT 234.

SDA STATEMENT =
"We have the strongest presumptive evidence against the Whitbyan theory; for if the preaching of the apostles, and even of the Son of God himself, was rejected by the majority of all that heard them, it will be so to the end. No greater power can be brought to bear upon the minds of men... Will there ever be more powerful and persuasive preaching than that of Christ and the apostles? - NEVER! [PROOF preached it - how did he make out?]...

BIBLE TESTIMONY = "... the love of many shall wax COLD."
Matt.12:24. "Evil men + seducers[evil women] shall wax WORSE + WORSE, deceiving + being deceived." 2 Tim.3:13. "When they shall say, Peace + Safety; then sudden destruction cometh upon them." 1 Thess. 5:3...

CALVIN, on Matt.24:30 says =
"There is no reason why anyone should expect the conversion of the world."

LUTHER, on John 10:11,16, says =
"Some, in explaining this passage, say that before the latter days all the world shall become Christians. This is a falsehood forged by Satan, that he might darken sound doctrine... BEWARE, therefore, of this DELUSION."

COTTON MATHER says =
"They indulge themselves in a vain dream, not to say insane, who think, pray, and hope, contrary to the whole sacred Scriptures + sound reason... these do err, not knowing the Scriptures nor the Kingdom of God." p.234-6.
SDA "FACTS FOR THE TIMES" = 1885. Battle Creek, Mich.
"VALUABLE HISTORICAL EXTRACTS."

1959- SPRING. HOUTEFF said he obtained the ENGLISH-JEW Notion of 144,000 Adventists going to set up in Old Jerusalem as the WORLD-HEADQUARTERS for bringing in that "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE THAT NO MAN CAN NUMBER" - the World's Conversion = he obtained this from the ALL-NEW ADVENTIST CHURCH 3 years (13) before he proposed it!

While there are a few sick "YAHVISTS" still trying to find something Holy in the Unholy Land = the Adventists under FROOM - ANDERSON. = have advanced far beyond the 1,000 Adventists that went Wackey to Waco - 1959. Now, not only is this ONE TRIBE OF JUDAH = all the 12 Tribes all by themselves! but since Sr. White PREDICTED the SIN and REBELLION of KD+A would be Repeated just before the Close of Probation = 1870 SOP 1:300-6. 3T:339, 353, 452. PP 403-4. SG 4:36. 5T:66. TM 56, 78.

"SPewn OUT" = means: "GOING THRU!" so said the CHURCH-LEADERS = KD+A!. "The Congregation is HOLY - EVERY-ONE-OFP-THEM!" That is the all-new Adventist Religion = the Subject of the 144,000 is now TABOO since they discovered it is a: "SYMBOLIC NUMBER!" THE AWAKENING ONE WITH THEM! So. = you like it that much? ENTER= THE MAXWELL BOOK! We will give you Satan's EW 88,262-3 TRAIN travelling with the Speed of LIGHTNING = UNIVERSAL SALVATION! THE MAXWELL BOOK! On to Perdition - !=== FULL THROTTLE - !=== Satan at the Controls = on to the OMEGA - !=== ALL ABOARD! No Criticizing! No finding Fault! No Condemning!

Just agree
With General Conference Policy!

----=

ARE YOU AWAKE - ADVENTIST - ???

(1) MAXWELL saw what you wanted.

(2) PSYCHOLOGY drove him on to GIVE the PUBLIC what their ears ITCH after - this is always the way with False Prophets. As the Priests in the Temple in Christ's Day: "It was far more agreeable to the people to receive the Message of the FALSE PROPHET, who predicted PROSPERITY..." 4T:172. See 173-4,178-185.

(3) Yes! Tell them the Congregation is HOLY-EVERY-ONE!

(4) She said do not feature SHAKESPEARE or any other MIGHTY MEN OF EARTH - lest the people forget God.

(5) MAXWELL made it his special Business to forever feature the Mighty Men of Earth. (Read "THE OUT-STRETCHED HAND!" Maxwell ± the Pope! I thought that Publication would be withdrawn by the AWAKENING "PRESENT TRUTH" Press - so I bought enough for all who write, Maxwell ± the PAPACY! Just one Step behind HEGSTAD.) (14)
You poor Adventist — !!!! You have some kind of an idea that we have to go around crying ± Bawling because we see the Predictions in the Prophetic Writings being fulfilled one by one — ???. You are SHOCKED — HORRIFIED — CONFOUNDED. WHY — ???. Because you were BLIND followers of your BLIND Leaders. Wipe your Tears! REJOICE! That you found out in the Nick of Time — and can flee JERUSALEM with the Rest of His believing Disciples! NO TIME FOR BAWLING about it! TIME TO GET OUT! Or go with the MULTITUDE! MB 138.

(6) RELIGIO-POLITICS caught Maxwell's eye! Give the people what they want! The obsession of his Life! Who cares about TRUTH! Let us give them the BED-TIME STORY OF ALL TIME! ARMSTRONGISM — JEHovah's WITNESSES, MORMONISM — JEWISH SUPREMACY — the real genuine: "HERREN-FOLK!" The "GOLDEN AGE!" of fleshly Peace! All the World at last in surly Obedience to the Rule of a Rod of Iron!

(7) The Idea seems to be:

(A) We are God's people. His Church. Only one.
(B) All who join us, at this very Meeting — are "SAVED!"
(C) This being the obsession — only ONE thing needed — get them IN to that Church — before it is too Late!
(D) "The End justifies the Means" — so if we have to Bend and Flex, and Change the Writings ± the Doctrine, so as to usher more in — is that not Justified ± ?? Even a Glorious thing to do — to SAVE MORE — ???. Perhaps that is what CHANGES a virtuous Woman into a HARLOT? So anxious to get MORE — they End up with NOTHING!! "He that would be FIRST — shall be LAST!!"

Forgetting that he that would be a Friend of the World = IS the ENEMY of God! "Woe unto you — when all men speak WELL of you — for so they did = of the FALSE PROPHETS!"

The eager desire of the FROOMS led them to feature the MAXWELL Book over their largest TELECAST PROGRAMME for "KEY '73!" "PRIDE goeth before a Fall!"

At the same Time the Jews met a NEW ARAB! It was not all a Push-over! Not any more! The Jew bled. Consternation ± Weeping in every House- hold. Defeat is not very Sweet.

IT IS A KINDNESS = to tell the ADVENTIST as well as the JEW — YOU ARE NOT GOING THRU! DA 628-9. (But find what the Adventist Jews took out of that page = RH A3:336-8, 343-4, 632, 633.)
THE OSGOOD BOOK = piecemeal quotations are found at the back. The Book throughout savors of - "The Church is going through!" "Laodicea" is going to awake, revive and "exalt the standard + pour forth the Straight Truth." [To who - ??? To Billy Graham? They are boasting that they are trying to preach: "IN COMMON" with him! Have been for YEARS = climaxing in KEY '73.]

Many Testimony quotes bear the all too familiar dot dot dot's [...] and if the reader is too indolent to go to EGW published works + look up these references to see the twisting of Facts - he will FEEL so secure + confident that the Church is going through =

[How can the "CHURCH" go through - ??? The "CHURCH" is composed of PEOPLE. A mixed-up Multitude of Wise and Foolish = do they go "THROUGH - ???" Or do they come to a Crisis - Shaking - Separation - ??? So what goes "THROUGH" - the BUILDING - ???]

... may as well be Roman Catholics who own Bibles which they neither Study nor Read = but look to the Priests to interpret for them. Spoon-fed. Blinded. Mesmerized. Carnally secure. Filled with Husks from the Trough of human Inventions + "Twaddle." R&H. June 13, 1901.

[If the "Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans" swells into the "Loud Cry" - how can it do this unless it is the SAME MESSAGE! "The warning to the last Church also must be proclaimed to all who claim to be Christians. THE LAODICEAN MESSAGE (the Midnight Cry - "Go ye OUT to meet Him!")], like a sharp, two-edged sword, must go to all the Churches." 6T:77.

(1) LAODICEAN MESSAGE: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406.
(2) BABYLONIAN MESSAGE: "Come OUT of her, My people!"

What is the Difference? LAODICEAN or BABYLONIAN - ???

God's people have to come OUT of BOTH of them!"Satan was trying his every Art to hold-them-where-they-were, until the SEALING was past, until the Covering was drawn over God's people, and they LEFT without a Shelter from the burning wrath of God, in the 7 last Plagues."EW 44.

"I saw that God has HONEST children among the NOMINAL Adventists + the FALLEN Churches, and BEFORE the Plagues (32)
shall be poured out, ministers + people will be called OUT from these Churches + will gladly receive the Truth. Satan knows this; and BEFORE the Loud Cry of the Third Angel is given, he raises an EXCITEMENT (KEY '73 with the Doctrines listed + catalogued in GC 474-473. SM1:193-225.)

"... he raises an EXCITEMENT in these religious bodies, (The main deception of all as listed right here on this page, see also SG 1:171-191 = they have become so excited over worshipping OUT of the Most Holy Place, the General Conference in Session accepted it WITHOUT PROTEST FROM ANY QUARTER - Dr. Leslie Harding, R&H. June 19,1970. p. 9. THE BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT ECHO! A fitting follow-up to passing WITHOUT PROTEST. the General Conference Autumn Council Resolution to Preach "IN COMMON" (GC 444-5) "WITH ALL CHRISTIANITY" R&H. Dec.18,1969. And this is EXACTLY what this inspired Testimony is talking about - !!!! As the Scroll unfolds. "NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST!" SM1:193-225.

"... he raises an EXCITEMENT in these religious bodies, that those who have rejected the Truth may THINK that God is with them. He hopes to deceive the HONEST and lead them to THINK that God is still-working-for-the-Churches. But the LIGHT will Shine, (will you be one who gives it?) the LIGHT will shine, and all who are HONEST will LEAVE the fallen Churches, and take their stand with the REMNANT... Satan has taken FULL POSSESSION of THE CHURCHES as a body... It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus INTO the Most Holy Place." (See what happens to the ENEMIES of the Third Angel's Message who go OUT! And receive the POWER of the POSSESSION of DEMONS! EW 56. 1846 Broadside. EGW-MR 29.) EW 261,273,255.

[What was said above in a few words, should be studied in Depth with the greatest care. This is the issue right now as the Scroll unrolls. The Worship IN or OUT of the Most Holy Place! The Power of the Devil is promised on all who go OUT of the Most Holy Place in the SEALING Time!

[Just to have part in an EXCITEMENT! "Unstable in ALL their ways!" As we go through the Testimonies this brings us right back again to the SAME subject and the Devil's Train. EW 86. The Open + Shut Door question. EW 87. Leads to Satan's POWER increasing so these modern Magicians use MESMERISM to:"RAISE-THE-DEAD" and other MIRACLES which we will have to meet: "FACE-TO-FACE" and leads us right into the MAXWELL BOOK - and the Devil's Train! EW 88,263.]

(33)
IN CONTRAST TO THESE CLEAR TESTIMONY WARNINGS ± INSTRUCTIONS THE DEVIL RAISES UP AN EXCITEMENT WITH 292 "OSGOOD" ± "MAXWELL" BOOKS FOR 3 SOP BOOKS! 100 TO 1 - !!!! TO MESMERIZE US WITH: "SPEW! OUT!!" MEANS: "GOING THRU!!"

ARE WE SURE IT IS SO - ??? OR ARE WE BUT FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF THE JEWS ± JEWISH TRADITION = ???


These piecemeal quotations in the back of the OSGOOD Book savor of "THE CHURCH IS GOING THRU!!" = which makes Salvation so easy. All we have to do is stay in the Holy City so that FROOM-WILL-SEE-US-THRU!

As SECURE ± CONFIDENT - we may as well be Roman Cathol-ics who own Bibles which they do not or dare not Study to be in Harmony with the Interpretations of their Priests. Spoon-fed. Blinded. Mesmerized. Carnally secure. Filled with Husks of human Inventions.

"There are Ministers ± Workers who will present a tissue of nonsensical falsehood as testing Truths, even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the maxims of men as the bread of life... and bring it in as "NEW LIGHT." Thus are men weaving into the web as important Truths a tissue of LIES. This imaginary food that is being prepared for the Flock will cause spiritual consumption, decline, and death." BRINSBIN 22. RH A4:257,311. 1901.

IF NATHANNAEL HAD TRUSTED THE TRUSTEES =

'The Lord... PASSES BY the men to whom we have looked... God has given REASONING POWERS to us as well as to them. Those who... have confidence in the LEADING MEN, and accept the decisions they make; and thus many WILL reject the very MESSAGES God sends to His people, if these leading brethren do not accept them... The Lord will not tolerate this. He has said, "I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR, and no man can shut it." [Found ONLY in Rev.3:8-12.PHILADELPHIA!]

"EVEN-IF-ALL-OUR-LEADING-MEN should refuse Light and Truth, that-Door-will-still-remain-OPEN. The Lord will raise up men who will give the people the MESSAGE for this Time." TM 106-7.

"Men in high positions of responsibility CANNOT-BE-TRUSTED." TM 361. (34)
by, FOSSIL RECORDS leave them: "Holding the Bag"—
the big Proof they hoped to Catch — went MISSING —
leaving them; "WANTING." And so the Adventists, the
deeper he Digs in the TESTIMONY RECORDS — left for us
by a merciful God = to sort out for ourselves, the
LESS we find to support the VAIN TRADITION of the
FROMITES ± NICOLAITANCES. Who try ± try again to put
the BONES of their PREHISTORIC SKELETON together, but
always find some MISSING LINKS that will not Fit to-
gether — WHY-KID-OURSelves — ???

How often we have looked for a Bible text or chapter in
the INDEX ± cannot find one Reference to cover a most
imperative Teaching. WHY NOT? Because the TESTIMONIES,
if given — would not support their TRADITION? Like KD±A
being: "OFFSHOOTS?" They were — ??? Look it up and See!
They were CHURCH-LEADERS! They did not try to get ANYONE
OUT OF THE CHURCH! They tried to see how HIGH UP in the
Church they could get with the Doctrine that:
"The Congregation is HOLY — EVERY ONE OF THEM."
"Spew Out means — GOING THRU." That was KD±A.

Then we have the Big Books of the COMMENTARIES by FROOM,
NICHOLS, and Company. No! No help there! How SKILLFULLY
and SLICK they are to AVOID what does not fit their pet
Theories. ± Tradition of the Elders that makes the Word
of God of non-effect. "Woe unto you scribes, Pharisees,
hypocrites!"

Yet the Holy Spirit has promised to guide us into all
Truth. "He that DOETH the Will of My Father which is in
Heaven — HE shall KNOW of the Doctrine!"

The Holy Spirit is the Author of the Testimonies and of
the Scriptures. Letter 92, 1900. (found in R&H. April 19,
the Holy Spirit is shut away from the Soul..."The Churches
that have cherished influences which LESSEN FAITH in the
Testimonies = are WEAK ± TOTTERING.")

For Years the SDA Church has told the Flock — "Read them
for yourselves but don't mention the Testimonies in SS
Class!!" (Just like the Catholics with their chained Bible!) Also
"Don't talk about Health Reform; unless it be in the
Context of how WE are doing it! But don't mention or
Preach against DRUGS!" All of a sudden they are raising
an "EXCITEMENT" putting on a Great Show, making a Big
Noise: with their "COOKING (36) CLASSES!"....
Some, who really should, and do know Better = are taking active Part =... among the NOMINAL (COUNTERFEIT) ADVENTISTS + the fallen Churches... BEFORE the Loud Cry is given he raises an EXCITEMENT in these religious bodies, that those who have rejected the Truth may THINK that God is with them. He hopes to deceive the HONEST and lead them to THINK that God is still working for THE CHURCHES... But the LIGHT will SHINE, and all who are HONEST will leave the fallen Churches, and take their stand with the REMNANT Ew 261. [AND TO REPEAT: this Reference shows the Point of Issue is the Point of worshipping IN the Most Holy Place, that some will depart from the Faith [go BACK to the Old Church] in the very Hour of the OMEGA - to take part in SDA COOKING SCHOOLS - with WHITE FLOUR + WHITE SUGAR in the name of EGW! Praise God - we know Better! Let them go from Awakening Sea to SDA Cooking Bee - seeking the Lord - they shall not find Him! He hath withdrawn Himself from them into the Most Holy Place!

"If we are FIRMLY FIXED upon the PRESENT TRUTH, and have our Hope, like an ANCHOR of the Soul, cast WITHIN the the Second Vail, the various WINDS of false doctrine and Error cannot-move-us. The EXCITEMENTS & FALSE REFORMATIONS of this day do-not-move-us, for we KNOW that the Master of the House rose up in 1844, and SHUT the Door of the first apartment of the Heavenly Tabernacle; and now we certainly expect that they will "go with their Flocks," "to seek the Lord; but they shall not find Him; He hath WITHDRAWN Himself (within the second Vail) from them."


"PILOT PROJECT" - "CENTURY 21 BETTER LIVING INSTITUTE" - now bringing "Mrs. White" to the Front in their continuing "Evangelistic THRUSTS!" for MISSION '74 - '75! SDA MINISTR April 1974. While others, notably HIPPIES, are FAR-IN-ADVANCE of them! They believe in WHEAT GERM - HIGH POTENCY SEEDS - BREWER'S YEAST - 'MOLASSES - RAW HONEY - DULCE. (This new Generation learned this in School!)

"Then the CONDITION of the Church will testify that her LIGHT has not been removed. BUT if Church Members do not act the part God has assigned them, the MOVEMENT of HEALTH REFORM will go on without them, and it will be seen that God has REMOVED THEIR CANDLESTICK out of its place. Those who refuse to receive + practice the LIGHT will be LEFT in the background." A CALL TO MEDICAL EVANGELISM p.45-6.
RELIGION OR INSANITY - ??? (A Flyer.) June 9, 1974.

Much of what today passes for Religion = is sheer INSANITY!

THE BIBLE: "The Wages of sin is DEATH." "The Soul that Sinneth - it shall DIE." "All the Heathen... shall be as though they had not been." Obadiah 16."Thou shalt be no more: though thou be sought for, yet shalt thou never be found again, saith the Lord God." Eze.26:21. "For yet a little while, and the Wicked shall not be: yea... his place... it-shall-not-be." Ps.37:10. "Into smoke shall they consume away." Ps.37:20. "Ye shall tread down the Wicked; for they shall be ashes under the soles of your feet in the Day that I shall do this, saith the Lord of Hosts." Mal.4:3. This is Religion. The Religion of your Bible. This is the Truth. This is Sanity.

BILLY GRAHAM: Did Christ say except ye Repent + be Converted ye shall not have Everlasting Life? Why He knows ye shall be as gods - immortal souls with Everlasting Life - some in Heavenly Bliss who believe me = or else go to Hell - everlastingly to writhe in Torments! We do not believe the Bible! We prefer Catholic Tradition! So says BILLY GRAHAM + all the Popular Churches he represents in the WCC-NCC-NAE. [Can you imagine those who have the Truth trying to teach: "IN COMMON" with him? Let alone: "IN COMMON with all Christianity!" R&H. Autumn Council Resolution. p.20. Dec.18,1969. RDB also:"IN COMMON!" See GC 444-5.] THAT is not Religion! THAT is INSANITY!

THE BIBLE: "These things...[the Gifts of the Spirit, the expectation of POWER-TONGUES-MANIFESTATIONS.Will the God of Heaven give that to the Hell-Torment-Believers? As a Sign of who are His? What do you Think?]" These things... shall FOLLOW them that BELIEVE!" [Which comes FIRST - the holding forth of POWER? Or the holding forth of TRUTH? "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!" "If they speak not according... it is because there is NO-LIGHT-IN- THEM!"] Don't be a Fool! Do not try to be "IN COMMON" with THEM! "Come apart + be ye - SEPARATE!" Rev.18. Those who are SANE + CLEAR on the Hell-Torment-Blasphemy, will NEVER look for God's POWER to come on, nor try to Preach "IN COMMON" with the Priests of BAAL! The Hell-Fire god! NEVER! NEVER! NEVER! NOT-IN-ANYTHING! NEVER!

MORRIS CERULLO: ["DEEPER LIFE" SDA puppet. June,1974. p.5. featuring "HELL!" Box 700, San Diego, Calif.92138.]
MORRIS CERULLO: [Italian New Jersey Jew.] Uriah Smith
D&R. Bible Readings "ARMAGEDDON" SDA "THESE TIMES" copy-
rights. [See 2 pgs. from back Cover: "BOOK OF DANIEL" =]
$300,000.00 programme to place this in the hands of
every JEW in Israel egging them on to commit NATIONAL
SUICIDE! Aided + Abetted in this Crime against HUMANITY
"BORN TO RAISE HELL!" worse than SPECK who only killed
8. PERSONALLY egging the Jew on to Kill more Arabs! Then
to ENGLAND in June - then to MID-EAST - then to AMERICIA
in July-August - FOOLISH SDA VIRGINS SEEKING POWER FROM
THOSE WHO SELL - RED-HOTTEST OIL-SALESMAN YET-SEEN!
BED-TIME STORY MAXWELL: [Also HMSR-EEC-RDB-HEPPENSTALL]=
[Also FTW + other little Pudde-Puppets on Froom's String,
All on a tear to build up Unholy Land Jew to look for
CHARISMATIC POWER + HEALINGS + UNIVERSAL SPIRITUALISM
SALVATION + CHARACTER-NATURE MIRACLE-MAGIC-CHANGE WHEN
CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES ON EARTH TO SET UP HWA-JW-JEW "ONE-
WORLD-GOVERNMENT." - "KINGDOM!" ["MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST"
Faith For Today, Box 100, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360.]
ALL SEALING-SANCTUARY TRUTHS DOWN THE SDA-AWAKENING DRAIN!
"IN COMMON" with BABYLON! This is INSANITY!

THE TESTIMONIES: THE JEWISH NATION AS A NATION will be
wiped out once again as in Old Jerusalem only WORSE! GC 36-
[See changes in 1884 SOP 4:36-38.] ADVENTISTS SUFFER SAME
FATE! PK 417. 1T:190. 5T:211. 8T:67,32,96,133-4,127,250.
98% of Jews in Tel Aviv - BOLSHEVIK-ATHEISTS! God is going
to place His Hand of Blessing on them - ??? DA 628. Bottom
of page. Pry apart "THE.... PEOPLE" - slip in:"JEWISH."
Then you will have it as in ORIGINAL before some SDA Jew
"THE END [of the JEWISH NATION as a Nation.]" EGW-DA 628.
Is it a Kindness to TELL them this or should we Egg them
on to destroy another 40,000,000 on Earth? NATIONAL SUICID
"SPEW ON!" - does not mean: "GOING THRU!" If it did -
that would be INSANITY!

"THE USE OF DRUGS" - SDA FIAZ. "ANTIBIOTICS" are most
effective "Weapons" - NEW LIFE-SAVING DRUGS. p.10.

SDA DELAFIELD. "EXPERTS CONDEMN OVERTUSE OF ANTIBIOTICS."
Doctors themselves call it: "IRRATIONAL OVERTUSE" - only
13% judged: "RATIONAL." (WEBSTER:-SANE). Now you can
have it BOTH ways + ALL ways! RH. May 30,1974. p.1,6,7,10
Have these become the "MERCHANTABILITY" of CONFUSION - ???
"DRUGS KILL MORE..." (2) Is this God or Baal?
CHARACTER-BUILDING.


Gems, Jewels, precious Coin of Truth came forth in 1844. Here is one of the brightest Gems of all Time:

Teach it by pen, by voice, that God is above the Ladder; the bright rays of His glory are shining upon every Round of the Ladder. He is looking graciously upon all who are climbing painfully upward, that He may send them HELP, DIVINE HELP, when the hand seems to be relaxing and the foot trembling. Yes, tell it, tell it in words that will melt the Heart, that—not-one—who-shall-perseveringly climb that Ladder will fail of an entrance into the Everlasting Kingdom of our Lord + Saviour Jesus Christ." SM 1:181-2.

We-are-Saved by climbing Round after Round... None need fail of ATTAINING, in his Sphere, to PERFECTION of Christian CHARACTER." AA 530-1. NL 103. RH A6:279-280.

Thus He is made unto us WISDOM, and RIGHTEOUSNESS, and SANCTIFICATION, and REDEMPTION... go on to PERFECTION... will be made COMPLETE in Him... thus CLEANSE the HEART and PREPARE the MIND for the reception of the KNOWLEDGE of God. This KNOWLEDGE ("ADD to your FAITH = KNOWLEDGE!") his KNOWLEDGE is the FOUNDATION... The COMPLETENESS of Christian CHARACTER is ATTAINED." AA 530-1,551.

The above is the Wisdom of God. Will you Sell your Birth-right for a Mess of FROOM-HEPPENSTALL-MAXWELL-BRINSMEAD-RIGHT- SPURGEON-BILLY GRAHAM HWA-JW-JEW "CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE"when MORRIS CERULLO'S CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES - ???

Those who make no decided EFFORT... will perish in DARKNESS. We would ask those who are WAITING ("WAITING ABOUT THE SANCTUARY" - AWAKENING SOPHISTY!) WAITING for a MIRACLE... hoping for some SUPERNATURAL WORK to be done, ho simply say,"Believe, believe,"... Let all study the ARABLE of the TALENTS, and realize that to every man God has given his WORK." Ev.653.

WORK while it is Day; for the NIGHT cometh, in which no man can WORK." MM 333. John 9:4. "For as the Body without the Spirit is DEAD, so Faith without WORKS is DEAD also."


INSANITY! "CONFUSED MINDS." "A.T.JONES... You repeated several times that WORKS amounted to NOTHING, that there were NO CONDITIONS... I knew that MINDS would be CONFUSED. ... The people need to be URGED to diligence in GOOD WORKS... REPROVING, REBUKING (3) every manner of EVIL...
"Let no man present the idea that man has LITTLE or NOTH-ING to do in the great WORK of OVERCOMING; for God does NOTHING for man without his COOPERATION." (There goes RDB-FTW AWAKENING plus SDA-MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL right down the Drain!) SM 1:377-382. (JONES!)

The Foolish Virgins do indeed seek OIL-CHARACTER[TM 234] in the TOO-LATE MIDNIGHT HOUR - why be a FOOL? Or a com-panion of FOOLS? Both will be DESTROYED for "Lack of JUDGMENT!" That is INSANITY! Not RELIGION!

"The Angel is to place a MARK upon the foreheads of all who ARE separated FROM sin + sinners, and the destroying Angel will follow, to slay utterly both old + young." 5T:50

FEELING = LEFT OUT of EW 55. But found in 1846 Broadside: "Then Jesus shew me the DIFFERENCE between FAITH + FEELING.

The above LADDER = "Sanctification the WORK of a LIFETIME. THIS IS A LIVING FAITH - that WORKS! "Faith without WORKS is DEAD - being ALONE!"

FEELING = NONE of the above is necessary if we join FROM ANDERSON + MARTER + HEPPENSTALL + RDB + FTW + MAXWELL + BABBLING BABYLONIA: "I AM SAVED!" at this very Meeting with BILLY GRAHAM - SPURGEON - ORALROBERTS - HMSC - FAGAL!

This is RAW OPEN SPIRITUALISM! GC 554. This prepares the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST! GC 444-5,464-473.

That is the CUT-OFF! That is the END of any + all progress in the Christian LIFE! Nothing wanting! Complete! Saved! No LAW can be kept - need be kept! COMPLETELY INSANE!

Let us leave these men driven Crazy by the Heat generated by theirown false Theology to the blessed Truths of the Third Angels Message which is a Message of BUILDING A CHARACTER as we come to God where He is = IN THE MHP !!!!

EW 254-6.

THIS FLYER with one or two Papers alone means =
THIS FLYER with a Paper with X-X-X means =
write and ask for a New Full Packet of the latest Papers.

HOEHN PUBLICATIONS, Send us new Names. Of those who
Box 1270, Grand Forks, need RELIGION - not INSANITY!
BC Canada. VOL 110.
See "CHARACTER" in INDEX! Not
THE "WORK" OF A LIFETIME! "GIVEN" at Christ's Coming!
(4) "TODAY" is the Day!
REMEMBER, and do not FORGET = that Satan will bring his COUNTERFEIT REFORMATIONS = so near the Truth = that those who never were Particular = will Fall for it. Those who try to tie in real Genuine "Health Reform" with Adventist DRUGS + the Adventist Church = such Careless + Reckless people will also not be Alarmed nor Concerned about*** with them + their Billy Graham + their Awakening Fractions = OUT of the Most Holy Place. ***Worshipping

For the Issue of receiving or not receiving the Holy Spirit + the SEAL of God = is over this Point + it is Time that more Writers would MARK + DEVELOP this Theme. Or will the Adventist Church not let you? As with the 144,000 Truths contained in "MY FIRST VISION" - this is now also to be a "VERBOTEN" Subject - allocated to Slip into LIMBO? With a thundering SILENCE?

IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR = the Foolish Virgins went to Buy - Foolish Laodicean Churches stirring up the Flock in preparation for reviving + saving the "World" in the Loud Cry - making haste to "Build Bridges" - "Dialogues" to buy Oil, Wooling recognition from the Evangelicals, Catholics, Penticostals, Druggers, the Governments, Jews, NCC, WCC, Military Services, CD, RED CROSS, Blacks, Communists, Apostate Protestants, Off-Shoot Reformers - Anybody + Everybody = "... wander from Sea to Sea and from the North even to the East., they shall run to and fro to seek the Word of the Lord, and shall not find it." Amos 8:12. "He hath withdrawn Himself from them." [Into the Most Holy Place.] Hosea 5:6-7. EW 254-6. SG 1:162-3. COVETING the goodly Babylonian Garment they sought the FGEMFI World's Fair Convention in Seattle - 1962. CME accepted more than $1,000,000.00 grant from Ford Foundation. As they sought to the African Witch-Doctors to learn about + bring back POISONOUS Plants, Roots, Herbs, and Bark, also Berries + Seeds, for BIOTOXICAL RESEARCH.

Dr. Farag said: "POISONS can save LIVES!". [Show us ONE Testimony that says that, and we will show you 200 that state = "DRUGS kill MORE than from all-other-causes-combined!""] But there is another Kind of Deadly Night-shade, mingling with the NCC-WCC for many years! While A.S.MAXWELL with "OUTSTRETCHED HAND" + Heart = sought to the Seat of the Beast in Rome + returned thoroughly saturated with "LOVE" for the "WORLD!" [Write + ask for a Copy of "THE OUTSTRETCHED HAND" we have enough for all who Write.] p.3-4 = "WE can't CONDEMN them, WE can't Stamp them with the MARK (38) of the BEAST!" p.14.
This false Sympathy + sick Sentiment laid the groundwork for his unlimited "Love" for the "World" as expressed in: "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST." [See Special TM 64.]

MESMERISM = "Many - will stand in OUR Pulpits with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands..." TM 409. - and the next page the Word of Christ to these "OUR PULPIT" False Prophets as well as "the People who THINK they KNOW so much" - "THOU - if thou hadst known," said Christ: "even thou, at least in this THY DAY, the things which belong unto thy Peace," but now are they HID from thine eyes." DA 576-7. SOP 3:11-2.

As the Jews of Old - they QUOTE + QUOTE + QUOTE but refuse to heed: "Search the Scriptures; for in them ye THINK ye have Eternal Life: and they are they which TESTIFY of Me. John 5:39-47. COL 104-6, 39, 40, 128. CWE 51-4. EV 69, 366, 434. FCE 164 RH A2:531-2,182-3. A3:185-7,391,404. GC 69, 1884 SOP 4:74. Many more such References in the INDEX to call us to PERSONAL STUDY + RESPONSIBILITY.

JERUSALEM seemed in her PRIDE to say, "I sit a QUEEN, and shall see NO SORROW." GC 17. Babylon the Great. in Rev. 18:2, saith in her heart, I sit a QUEEN, and am NO WIDOW, and shall see NO SORROW." (Isa. 47:7-8.) And the next verse in each chapter records the SWIFT CALAMITY about to Fall on her! In the very Hour of her Carnal Security.

SR. ANN CONTINUES = I just received a copy of the Adult SS Quarterly for April/May/June entitled, NEWS FROM JESUS in glancing through it I find it to be studies on Rev. 1 thru Rev. 11. All the first Six Churches are Dead + Buried While in Lesson 5 for April 28-May 4 has good old Laodic still [as usual!] going thru! - so says Philip Mauro and Taylor G.Bunch. [And they had the audacity to entitle th quarterly - "NEWS FROM JESUS!" See the Section on "PROTESTATION."]

(Wonder what one Adventist would do with the Information that in the ORIGINAL R&H ARTICLE BOOKS the SDA Church is put in the following Church-Conditions as shown - this % would be about the same throughout all the Books:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ephesus</td>
<td>Smyrna</td>
<td>Pergamos</td>
<td>Thyat</td>
<td>Sardis</td>
<td>Phila.</td>
<td>Laodice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(39)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL - ??? Placing the Seventh-day Adventist Church in 6 CHURCH CONDITIONS (not ONE Church condition - !!!) for a TOTAL of 135 Times - 6 Church-Conditions.

BUT NOTE VERY CAREFULLY -
altho' we list PHILADELPHIA here - for a Total of 20 = NOT ONCE ANYWHERE IN ALL THE BOOKS - NOT ONCE is the SDA Church ever put into that ONE CHURCH-CONDITION!!! NEVER! NEVER! NEVER! NOT ONCE! This Church-Condition is Reserved for God's people, God's Remnant, the 144,000. NOWHERE can you find the 144,000 ever referred to as the LAODICEAN CHURCH - but rather the LAODICEAN LAST LOST CHURCH is placed in the FOOLISH VIRGIN CONDITION who comes - TOO LATE! After wearing out her Substance seeking OIL - HOLY SPIRIT - CHARACTER - from here, there, and everywhere. - - - - - - - - - !!!!

PUBLISHER'S REPORT = June 2, 1974. SUNDAY LONG-DISTANCE Phone Call from a SPY in High-Places. BREAK-UP among Adventists everywhere! As Predicted in this Paper! More details later. "There is to be a SCATTERING OUT......!"

NO ADVENTIST MINISTER WOULD DARE TELL YOU = (For it would Spoil that carefully FABRICATED "URIAH SMITH MYTH" = that 6 Churches are DEAD ± BURIED ± GONE! When this is OPPOSED to the SYMBOLIC SERVICES in which only ONE LIGHT dared be put out a Time - and that only to clean the wicks! You can quote that "SR. WHITE SAID......!" = the Adventist Church is in the LAODICEAN CONDITION = but WHY do you never mention that she said, and she said it JUST-AS-EMPHATICALLY - !!! That the SDA CHURCH was in the EPHESUS FIRST-CHURCH-CONDITION = two outstanding References:

RH A1:199-200. Nov.21, 1878. Very CAREFULLY WEEDED OUT of MYP - CM - WM - that if you keep "CHRISTMAS" you are fostering: "PRIDE" - "FASHION" - gratifying "SELF." Displaying "SELF." Which is displeasing to God, following "Habits of CUSTOM" that must be broken - ye have FORGOTTEN your Ephesus: "FIRST LOVE!" =.Ye. have ROBBED me, even this whole (denomi-) NATION! PUBLICATIONS should be multiplied calling people BACK to God, and AWAY from "... these Church CORRUPTIONS, DISSIPATIONS ± FESTIVALS."

(40)
"DEATH, clad in the livery of Heaven, lurks in the path-
way of the Young. Sin is gilded over by church sanctity...
WRECKS of CHARACTER ... by these fashionable Church Fes-
tivals ± Theatrical performances, and THOUSANDS MORE will
be DESTROYED... "AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH, so shall
it be in the Days of the coming of the Son of man." There
will be FEASTING ± MERRIMENT, sorrow ± want ± anguish, ±
until the End comes. Then the wicked shall reap that which
they have sown - CORRUPTION." (NO - not good enough for.
'THE ADVENTIST HOME' - you can look up other R&S Articles
to see how they FABRICATED the keeping of CHRISTMAS to-
gether. But they did not quote even a PART of this one!).
"REPENT! Or else I will come unto you quickly and REMOVE
your CANDLESTICK (CHURCH-Membership! Rev.1:20. RH A2:141.
AA 586. PP 348. DA 280. 61:418.) OUT of his Place! Just
another way of saying: "I WILL SPEW THEE OUT .........!!!"

RH A4:385-6. Feb. 25, 1902. "Remember therefore from whence
thou art Fallen, and REPENT, and do the first works; or
else I will come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy
CANDLESTICK (Church-Membership) out of his place, except
thou REPENT." I am instructed to say that these words are
applicable to Seventh-day Adventist Churches in their
present Condition. The Love of God has been Lost... SELF,
SELF, SELF, is cherished, and is striving for the Suprem-
acy... the pretentious, FRUITLESS fig tree... under the
curse of an offended God, the fig tree withered away...
God help His people to make an application of this lesson
while there is still TIME." (Not good enough for ANY BOOK!

SR. ANN'S RESEARCH REFERENCES TO THIS SITUATION:
"The WILLFUL Commission of a KNOWN Sin silences the wit-
nessing Voice of the Spirit, and SEPARATES the Soul from
God. Whatever may be the ECSTASIES of Religious FEELINGS,
Jesus cannot abide in the Heart that disregards the Div-
ine LAW." RH A2:169.

"ALL His Gifts are promised on CONDITION of OBEDIENCE...-
for those who will CO-OPERATE with Him. All who OBEY Him
may with confidence claim the FULFILLMENT of His Promises.
Those who bring their Petitions to God, claiming His Prom-
ises while they do not COMPLY with the CONDITIONS, insult
Jehovah." COL 143-5. [Read this again in the Light of the
Rebuke to JONES ± his. "FAITH without WORKS" 1893 ± in
which he set the Pattern for "HOLY FLESH" and ready for
"LIVING TEMPLE" to be passed on to the SDA "AWAKENING."
"NO CONDITIONS!" SM 1:377.] (41)
NEWS NOTE - !!! The Information passed on to us this day: June 2, 1974 = SDA AWAKENING WRIGHT OF AUSTRALIA is having his share to do with the BREAK-UP in the Ranks of Church and Reform. [Stealing more "Mailng Lists"]

NOW THAT FROM HIS MENTOR + MASTER IS DEAD = the New SDA "BLACK POPE" may not go along with FINANCING the FROM projects after the DISMAL FAILURE of KEY '73 which broke FROM'S HEART! So the JACKALS can be expected to SCATTER and PICK-ON-EACH-OTHER all over the Field! Good! Good! Good! The Hand of the Lord is in it! EW 68-71, 74, 78, 81-3. May they fall in the Pit they dug for others!

ON A TAPE TO ANN DeMICHAEL = Made in her Home - he SNEERED at "REFORMERS" who were setting TIME! And gave the name = AL FRIEND! Hoping beyond Hope that she would not know that this adventuring Swindler, came with his Bunko to UNITE with (1) AL FRIEND! (2) ROGERS! (3) WRIGHT OF CANADA! as the FOUR-FLUSHERS went across the USA + CANADA in 1964 - with the: "LAST MESSAGE" - Close of SDA PROBATION! And then years later SNEERING at "REFORMERS" who would SET TIME. That he = the great WRIGHT = would not Stoop to any such Methods, and his Group were: "THE ONLY ONES IN THE WORLD!" researching 1888. = !!! NOW OUR SPY IN HIGH-PLACES reports he has his hand in SCATTERING AGAIN - 1974!
This White Nigger = FATHER DIVINE. = sinless, complete, nothing wanting, has passed his MESMERISM on to those who always were also: "UNSTABLE IN ALL THEIR WAYS!" For whom the Lord in outstanding Mercy may still offer for-giveness = if they: "REPENT!" most Sincerely! "COMPLETELY!"
"Creeping into Homes - leading Silly women astray...."

No - don't get MAD - just REPENT! ****************************

ANOTHER NEWS NOTE - !!! (To add to p.17 this Publication.) If the Adventist is thrilled that the Mighty Men of Church and State are noticing the Antics of the 8T:250 Harlot as she "Dialogues" the WCC in her House =

NEWS NOTE = "WCC Leaders find 'Real Common Links' with PAGAN Religions... multi-faith dialogue arranged by the WCC to include ALL the five major religious traditions... The 9-day conference produced a 12-page memorandum... MARXISTS may soon be included in coming dialogues... 'Real polarities' as well as 'real COMMON links' were acknowledged (by SDA only???) by a group of fifty HINDU, BUDDHIST, MUSLIM, JEWISH ± CHRISTIAN men ± women from 22 countries in Africa, Asia, (42) Europe, and North
America concluding a nine-day encounter here" - "The WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES... will continue their ECUMENICAL PURSUIT... in Venice, Italy, at the end of this month... the HOLY YEAR proclaimed by Pope Paul VI for 1975, the participation of the Roman Catholic Church... in the 5th Assembly of the WCC." P.3. CHRISTIAN BEACON, 756 Haddon Ave., Collingswood, New Jersey 08108. 15c. May 16, 1974. (Courtesy of Ann DeMichael.) ($5.00 a yr. best Publication to keep Track of BILLY GRAHAM ± WCC-NCC)

(While the 8T:250 Harlot is THRILLED at the ATTENTION she is receiving - let it be known she is only one in the Stable and, or = in the Harem.)

"CONFORMITY to worldly customs converts the CHURCH to the WORLD; it NEVER converts the WORLD to Christ."

"So APOSTASY in the CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST... UNITING upon... DOCTRINES... held by them IN COMMON... (Listed ± Catalogued in detail in GC 464-473.) GC 509,444-5.

WHAT IS THE ONLY HOPE FOR THE CHRISTIAN IN THIS SITUATION AS IT FACES US NOW - AS WE SEE THE SCROLL UNROLL - ??? REJOICE THAT WE CAN REDEEM THE TIME AS WE GIVE THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THESE WORLD-LOVING LAODICEANS, AS WE MOURN OVER OUR OWN SINS - WE WILL NOT ADD THEIRS TO OURS. - OLD BALAAM CAN KEEP HIS OWN OVER WITH THE MOABITES = (Appreciate this Thought from Sr. Ann's notes =)

"He is SEPARATED from God by a GULF of Sin that is broad and black and deep, and he MOURNS in brokenness of Heart... and through Him be set FREE." MB 10. 1900.

ANOTHER KIND OF LINK DISCOVERED BY SR. ANN: (not with WCC "The MOURNING spoken of by Christ is a godly sorrow for Sin that works REPENTANCE unto Eternal Life... it is the STRENGTH which binds the Penitent to the Infinite One with LINKS that cannot be broken." SOP 2:205-6. DA 300.

WHILE THE MAXWELL MIX-WELL BOOK TRIES TO TIE US IN SYMPATHY with BILLY GRAHAM-WCC-NCC-SDA-AWAKENING-RC-JW-HWATTEL AVIV JEW... trying to Bridge the Breach, the Chasm, the Gap that their own neglect has formed. COL 271 = JOINING the BABEL TOWER BUILDERS of this our Day. PP. 118-124. God's people will seek + find that narrow Path with the FEW that find it - STRIVING with all their might to keep the LAW until in HEAVEN(not on Earth!) it is said: "Ye are COMPLETE in Him!" (43) Col.2:10. 6T:167.A5:4

Forgetting, perhaps = that the 144,000 will be found without Spot or Wrinkle or any such thing, as they unite, come together, tied in Bundles by the TRUTH = AFTER-THE-SEALING of the little "COMPANY" who only give the "LOUD CRY:" "Contrary to any human Planning." The Fiasco of the HOUTEFFECTES in 1959 = the Fiasco of the FROMITES in 1973 = should cause all the BLIND followers of the BLIND Leaders = to take a second look at this Adventist Church: Leadership that would PASS such a Concoction as DEVOID of any Truth - the very OPPOSITE of the SEALING that closes all PROBATION = it is nothing but sheer RAW VAUNTING OF SELF ± EGO = it was APPROVED for only ONE reason = it would be ACCEPTABLE to the MULTITUDES = (of Adventists!) or so they Hoped! It fulfills in every Particular the "NEW BOOK" by a "NEW ORGANIZATION" going with the "Speed of Lightning to Perdition" with Satan at the Vestibule - inviting all: "ABOARD!" for their last Ride.

THIS TRAIN found in EW 88,262-265 = has everything the MAXWELL BOOK teaches - above all = UNIVERSALISM! THIS TRAIN, now puffing ± steaming at GRAND CENTRAL STATION, having hooked up two "AWAKENING" cars =

Accepting ± certifying ± putting their General Conference SEAL of APPROVAL on the "OUTER COURT" Justification "HOLY PLACE" Sanctification = Dr. Leslie Harding, General Conference Session - R&H. June 19, 1970. p.9. (You can still write ± obtain a copy - and while you are at it - send for "TEACHING IN COMMON WITH ALL CHRISTIANITY!" = the LICENSE for the FROM-MAXWELL-BRINSMEAD Twaddle = R&H. Dec.18, 1969. p.20. Autumn Council Resolution. FROM worked on that for 40 Years! Ever since he put out his SDA MINISTRY Magazine, "DO NOT PREACH ON CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECTS!" (I wonder what else is worth Preaching about!)

AND WHILE YOU ARE WRITING FOR DOCUMENTED EVIDENCE AS TO WHAT IS BEING DONE IN YOUR NAME AS A SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST = = = = (16)
A SISTER IN VALENCE PENNSYLVANIA wants you to send to:
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, Commission on Faith ± Order,
150, route de Ferney, 1211 GENEVA 20, Switzerland.
Or else: WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, Room 439, 475 Riverside Drive, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10027.

"BEYOND INTERCOMMUNION" - "On the Way to COMMUNION in the EUCARIST" - a study paper of the Commission on Faith ± Order. PAPER/88/6/6/6/ August 1971.


"SO MUCH IN COMMON" (see GC 444-5, 464-473, 606-8, 5T:463. WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES ± THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH. An assemblage of Documents of Interest in the conversations between DR. B. F. BEACH, Dept. of Public Affairs, 119 St. Peter's Street, St. Albans, Herts, ENGLAND = on the one hand = (Joint WCC-SDA Release 1973 and DR. LUKAS VISCHER, Faith ± Order Secretariat, 150, route de Ferney, 1211 GENEVA 20, Switzerland, on the other (Send them $3.00 to $5.00 and ask them for other Publications re WCC-SDA. Write ± tell us of any not listed here. Also any NCC-SDA Love-Fests as the 8T:250. Harlot gets her House in Order for the next: "THRUST!")

Laying in the lap of Satan =
And bringing forth accordingly.

With the Backdrop of this Prologue we are now better Prepared to Understand the Significance of what ANN DEMICHAEL is trying to tell us in the following Pages:
As Bro. Watts would say: "BEWARE!!"
In the Days ahead: --- "BEWARE!!" (This is a "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!")
The Fringe is on Top --- "BEWARE!!"
Your soul is at Stake --- "BEWARE!!"
To thyself be True --- "BEWARE!!" (PUBLISHERS.)
THE JEWISH HOPE OF A KINGDOM COME -
ECHOED BY THE MODERN CHURCH. by Ann DeMichael.

THE BIGGEST BED-TIME STORY OF ALL TIME = the Maxwell Book = echoes the Jewish Hope ± Dream of a KINGDOM COME = in too many ways ± for too long a time = given unwarrented Credence ± unscriptural support by modern divines who ought to know Better.

As so many of us have examined in times past = the Testimony references to that SPIRITUALISTIC TRAIN in EW 88, 263. The tragic tying into Bundles with the World = the Marvel that so few would see through it all. Only the very Elect would be UNDECEIVED by it all. Friends = we have come to that Day.

THAT PACIFIC PRESS BOOK = hit the Adventist TELECAST PROGRAMME "FAITH FOR TODAY" = in 1970 - yet in October 10,1972 = two years later = Brother C.F.Davis, Box 33, Danville, Wash. 99121 =

Has a letter from "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" = (J.Ivan Crawford) that the two DAVIS letters were the ONLY LETTERS OF OBJECTION TO THAT "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" BOOK TILL THAT TIME! To say that I am AMAZED is to put it mildly. ASTONISHED - ALARMED - DISMAYED - TERRIFIED - HORRIFIED - APPALLED - SHOCKED - would be more descriptive of my Feelings. TO THINK that such a Production would be palmed off by a Church = as the Teaching of the Church = and thundering SILENCE the only Response, reflects the Truth of the Inspired Revelation =

"Dear Brethren ± Sisters: As ERROR is fast progressing, we should seek to be AWAKE... DARKNESS is to cover the earth, and gross DARKNESS the people. And as nearly all around us are being enveloped in the thick DARKNESS of error ± delusion, it becomes us to shake off STUPIDITY ± live near to God... As DARKNESS thickens ± error increases, we should obtain a more thorough KNOWLEDGE ["ADD to your Faith = KNOWLEDGE!] of the TRUTH ± be
prepared to maintain our position from the Scriptures. We must be sanctified through the TRUTH. Every moment that we are not on our WATCH we are liable to be beset by the Enemy in great danger of being overcome by the powers of DARKNESS. Satan commissions his angels... find out the waywardness + besetting SINS of those who profess the TRUTH, and throw DARKNESS around them...
The souls of these misguided, UNWATCHFUL ones grow DARKER and the LIGHT of heaven fades from them. They cannot discover their besetting SINS, and Satan weaves his NET about them, and they are taken in his SNARE." EW 104-5. [Remember that word: "SNARE!" = 4 pages lifted out of 1884 SOP 4:337-340 = covering the "SNARES OF SATAN" to come upon professed Sabbath-keepers, so they will be plunged into "DARKNESS DEEP AS MIDNIGHT!" in this MIDNIGHT HOUR! God help His people now.]

**THE BIBLE.**

**John 3:19.** DARKNESS is ignorance + unbelief.

**John 1:5.** It is the want of spiritual LIGHT.

**Luke 22:53.** DARKNESS fills the minds of men since the Fall = it is ignorance + error.

**Col. 1:13.** Our Saviour calls the exercise of Satan's power the power of DARKNESS.

**Ps. 35:6.** The power of DARKNESS is likewise taken for the dominion of SIN + slavery to the Devil.

**Prov. 2:13.** Let their way be DARK + SLIPPERY.

**Prov. 4:19.** Who leave the Paths of UPRIGHTNESS, to walk in the ways of DARKNESS.

**Isa. 8:20.** The way of the WICKED is as DARKNESS, they know not at what they STUMBLE.

**Isa. 8:22.** To the LAW + to the TESTIMONY: if they speak not according to this Word, it is because there is NO LIGHT in them.

**Isa. 60:2.** And behold TROUBLE + DARKNESS... and they shall be driven to DARKNESS.

**Isa. 60:2.** For, behold the DARKNESS shall cover the earth + gross DARKNESS the people, but the Lord shall rise upon THEE, and His glory shall be seen upon THEE.

**Isa. 50:14.** [Let them] GATHER themselves TOGETHER.

**Isa. 60:14.** All they that DESPISED thee shall bow themselves down at the soles of thy feet.

**Matt. 6:23.** If therefore the LIGHT that is in thee be DARKNESS, how great is that DARKNESS!

**Eph. 5:11.** Have no FELLOWSHIP with the works of DARKNESS.
Eph. 5:11. No FELLOWSHIP but rather REPROVE them! The reason they go into DARKNESS - secret SINS = a SHAME to even speak of them.

Eph. 6:12. We must FIGHT AGAINST rulers of DARKNESS, spiritual WICKEDNESS in HIGH PLACES. STAND therefore, girt about with TRUTH.

Eph. 6:14. FOOLISH VIRGINS.

Eccl. 2:14. but the FOOL walketh in DARKNESS.
Jer. 23:12. their ways shall be as SLIPPERY ways in DARKNESS

Pro. 13:19. it is ABOMINATION for FOOLS to depart from EVIL.

Pro. 13:20. He that walketh with WISE men shall be WISE, but a COMPANION of FOOLS will be DESTROYED.

Pro. 13:23. DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT.

John 8:12. He that followeth Me - shall not walk in DARKNESS.

John 12:35. He that walketh in DARKNESS knoweth it not.
John 12:46. whosoever believeth Me, shall not abide in DARKNESS.

1Thess. 5:4. but ye, Brethren, are not in DARKNESS.
1John 1:6. if we walk in DARKNESS we lie and do not the TRUTH.

Isa. 5:20. they put DARKNESS for LIGHT + LIGHT for DARKNESS.

Jer. 13:16. if ye despise LIGHT - He will turn it into DARKNESS + the SHADOW of DEATH.

OLD MAXWELL - YOUNG MAXWELL - READ THIS:

Amos 5:18. the Day of the Lord is DARKNESS + not LIGHT.
John 3:19. but men loved DARKNESS rather than LIGHT.
John 12:35. walk while ye have LIGHT, lest D. come.
Acts 26:18. turn them from DARKNESS to LIGHT.
Rom. 13:12. cast off works of D. put on LIGHT.
2Cor. 4:6. what communion hath LIGHT with DARKNESS?
1Peter 2:9. called you out of D. into marvelous LIGHT.
Ps. 107:14. he brought them out of D. and shadow.

THE TESTIMONIES:

SM 1:15. cloud of MYSTICISM sign of Last Days.
5T:99. Lord will search Jerusalem with Candles + PUNISH the men settled in DARKNESS.

5T:99. STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO LAODICEANS(See FOOTNOTES 1T:180-2.) "GATHER yourselves TOGETHER" in DARKNESS to cover Earth. "PEACE AND SAFETY" (MAXWELL BOOK!) before SUDDEN DESTRUCTION! and they (20) shall NOT ESCAPE!
keen minds, under control of Satan, bring D. None in greater DANGER who apprehend NO DANGER, every soul TESTED. Are you PARALYZED?

GW 28-9.
BLIND indeed must be the EYE that does not see the workings of the LORD. See the LIGHT!

Ev. 706-7.
God has HIDDEN ONES - SELF-DISTRUSTFUL - will yet SHINE in the DARKEST HOUR, it is these FAITHFUL ones "BECOME THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT. WATCH CLOSELY - !!!!

EW 269-272.
STRAIGHT TESTIMONY given by "COMPANY" to Laodiceans in Midnight "DARKNESS."

1T: 180-2.
Some, careless, indifferent, did not RESIST DARKNESS + it shut them in like a THICK CLOTH MADE NO EFFORT = Holy angels leave them. In the SEALING time - their destiny FIXED.

1T:187.
LEAVING these to their EVIL TRAITS UNSUBDUE to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS. POSSESSED.

How could DARKNESS be deeper - ??

Failed to develop CHARACTER. Why should they be Occult possession.

They were told "CHARACTER" given as a "GIFT" when ENGLISH-JEW MAXWELL-BRINSMHEAD-WRIGHT-BEN-GURTON-GOLDA-MIER "CHRIST-MESSIAH" come.

PK 186-7.
DARKNESS like pall of DEATH. God of Elijah raise up MESSAGE - DENOUNCE union of CHURCH with WORLD. Message not SILENCED! Never!

PK 188-9.
Some in LIGHT of DENOUNCING MESSAGE - go back to LAODICEAN DARKNESS. "GO OUT IN DARKNESS. But God has His chosen ones in the LIGHT.

Not under LAODICEAN HYPNOTISM SPELL.

PK 375.
Spiritual AWAKENING time of GROSS DARKNESS. out of that NIGHT of DARKNESS - God's LIGHT will SHINE. "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

PK 717.
HEALTH REFORM is part of LIGHT to SHINE in LAODICEAN DARKNESS that covers the Earth.

COL 415.
You must "CULTIVATE" FAITH + LOVE. And the AWAKENING DARKNESS comprehended it not.

8T:168.
Crooked elements bring great "LIGHT" but the WISE will SEE this is "GREAT DARKNESS."

TM 156.
spurn or slight MESSAGE of TRUTH - CHURCH enshrouded in GREAT DARKNESS - DARKNESS OF MAXWELL BOOK - temporal MILLENNIUM NOTIONS.

TM 164.
DARKNESS controls where SPIRIT should RULE if we forget PERSONAL EFFORT + INDIVIDUALIT

TM 163.
More LIGHT despised - more DARKNESS rules.

4T:186.
DARKNESS is MAXWELL: "PEACE + SAFETY!"
PROBATION CLOSED. SEALING OVER. Jesus moves out of MOST HOLY PLACE - DARKNESS covered inhabitants of earth. NO MEDIATOR. SATAN entire CONTROL - SATAN + MAXWELL. But Satan flatters some, tells them there is time of PROBATION = LIGHT is made to reach far ahead - where all is TOTAL DARKNESS. This plan clever DECEPTION by SATAN + MINISTERS. [MAXWELL-ARMSTRONG-JW-JEWS-YAHVISTS] In their Laodicean zeal to CONDEMN others, they FORGOT (and Forgave!) their own Sins, and Errors, soon they will walk in DARKNESS. God-like CHARACTER will not go along with D. INDIVIDUALLY responsible to save people out of DARKNESS into His marvelous LIGHT. Those in DARKNESS will have SHIPWRECK. Reject LIGHT of STRAIGHT TESTIMONY - suffer CURSE of God. Neglect LIGHT - it becomes DARKNESS. let LIGHT shine amid DARKNESS. persons walking in D. = cannot love God. be constantly ready for conflict with D. This degenerate age prefers D. before LIGHT. SATAN is Prince of DARKNESS. Seasons of D. gather about every Child of God. Do not be overtaken. Many SDA in terrible DARKNESS. let living Faith pierce thick clouds of D. Time of D. = time to have FAITH in God. Time of D. = time to seek God most earnestly. Trust God in time of DARKNESS = as well as in time of LIGHT. You are in D. if you choose not to give your- self fully to God. represents ERROR-SIN-UNRIGHTEOUSNESS. entire Laodicean Church in midnight hour in "DARKNESS DEEP AS MIDNIGHT!" This DARKNESS is "THE GREAT APOSTASY" = that DEVELOPS to the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY." This DARKNESS is "IMPENETRABLE." HOPELESS. Only one remedy: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" "JOIN" another Movement + the Door was SHUT! Probation over. Now FOOLISH go from Sea to Sea seeking the Lord - TOO LATE! TOO LATE!
All of us have been horrified at some time or another, to hear of people dabbling in the OCCULT-SPIRITUALISM. Inviting SPIRIT-POSSESSION. The MAXWELL BOOK is the Grand Apex of all time. It is an open Invitation for the very ANTICHRIST to appear - to Seventh-day Adventists! "Satan will work MIRACLES... These works of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the Test!" SM 2:53. "The Enemy will work thru those who have DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" SM 2:54.

NOTICE = still called: "Seventh-day Adventists" but had departed from the Faith = NOT-FROM-THE-CHURCH!
And that is the Key that answers many, many Questions. "THE CHURCH" is going thru - but not-that-CHURCH!

THE MAXWELL BOOK.
We believe that Malvin C. Johnson, Pastor SDA CHURCH = Moses Lake, Wash. is right in his Nov. 7, 1972 letter to C.F. Davis = and as many other Adventists have said: This Book was written - not for the Church - but for the World. [You mean then - that it is alright to Fool the World? The SDA Church used as a Medium of Satan to look for the Coming of the Grand ANTICHRIST?]
No informed Testimony-believer will be Fooled by either that Church or by Satan appearing in Person, which is the burden of that Maxwell Book; - because this comes AFTER SDA Probation is CLOSED - [If we are Right] all the Adventist Leaders can then do is take up the Collections, and provide the Choir! SOP 4:411. "TO BC" 7.

JEREMIAH 2:25.
"But thou sayest, There is no hope:[Hebrew:"Is the case desperate? Hopeless??"] "NO; for I have LOVED Strangers, and after THEM will I go." And so the Last Church, - Laodicea, "the Synagogue of Satan - who SAY they are JEWS, and are not, but do LIE" = have JOINED the Ranks of the Opposition towards whom their Sympathies have l0000000g been tending." [ST:463. GC 608.] JOINED the 3-fold Union, the Evangelical Alliance! Billy Graham's "KEY '73!" GC 444-5. As the Scroll unrolls. KEY '73-'74-'75.

SDA - AWAKENING "DEVICES!"
"And they said, "Is the case Desperate?" "NO!" "For we will walk after our-own-devices, and WE will EVERY ONE do the Imaginations of his EVIL HEART." [For the LAW cannot be kept! No use TRYING!] Jer.18:12. Oh my, how they
had planned, schemed + scheduled their KEY '73 '74 '75 Thrusts! To LEAD OUT! To be the HEAD + NOT THE TAIL in Evangelizing the World! "They put the BRANCH to their nose." Eze.8:17. They passed by - they left the Bridegroom OUT of their reckoning. He is not needed! Maxwell's Anti-Christ "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" will usher in the "KINGDOM COME!"

E.G.WHITE SPEAKING:
"And thou, Capernaum [Seventh-day Adventists - who have had great LIGHT], which art exalted unto Heaven [in point of Privilege], shalt be BROUGHT-DOWN-TO-HELL!" RH August 1, 1893.


"RICH + INCREASED WITH THEIR OWN GOODNESS - "...and knowest not that thou art WRETCHED + MISERABLE + POOR + BLIND + NAKED." Rev.3:17.

BECAUSE: "I AM SAVED!"
Adventists + Awakeners are taught to Feel + to say, just like the Popular Churches: "I AM SAVED!" - this is the MOST HOPELESS: the MOST INCURABLE deception that can be entertained by the Mind. COL 156. RH A1:65. QD 105,34-50. GC 554. Rev.3:17. KD±A. Ev.595. SM 2:38-9. And they are REPEATING the HISTORY of all Churches just prior to the Flood + just prior to the destruction of Sodom + Gomorrah + also Jerusalem the Sabbatarian Church!

REMEMBER THIS HANDWRITING ON THE WALL:
No Church Group went through - 2,000,000 Strong! only INDIVIDUALS! GC 490,233,62. RH A3:292. A2:464. And how they HATE the INDIVIDUAL!

BLIND Leaders of the BLIND go into ecstasies as they commit Spiritual Fornication by teaching: "IN COMMON" with the other churches. GC 445. "So APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH... (not in the Individual) in THE CHURCH will PREPARE the Way for the IMAGE to the BEAST." GC 444.

The Spirit of Prophecy calls it a "REFORMATION" from "BAD to WORSE." (This was LEFT OUT of EW 45. Found in PT 22. RH A1:9. 1849. TM 366. GC 615. 8T:90,95. SOP 4:38. All who are Sober + Intelligent know full well who has indeed been CHANGED + been CONVERTED: "From BAD to WORSE!!"
Therefore "Shun PROFANE + VAIN BABBLINGS: for they will INCREASE unto MORE ungodliness. And their word will eat as doth a CANKER: (Heb."GANGRENE")-!!" 2 Tim.2:16-17.

This spiritual Folly is the end Result of years on untold years spent studying "Psychology" the Art of how to "WIN" friends + Influence people + their pocketbooks. With that as the all-absorbing Goal in KEY '73 '74 '75 the Die is cast - the outcome certain - those who are "FRIENDS of the WORLD" will win the "ENMITY OF GOD." They have sown the Wind + shall reap the WHIRLWIND. "The STORM is coming - relentless in its FURY." Ev.199. 1896. 8T:315. MM 88. Those in ERROR will be LEFT. EW 69. Therefore seek the TRUTH + find GOD. He is nowhere else.

WISE VIRGINS LEAVE FOOLISH TO THEIR OWN DEVICES.
To be Safe - the Wise come OUT from under the INFLUENCE of the CLERGY. RH A5:251. The Wise must come under the Canopy of Truth - there is no other Haven from the Tempest. "They = themselves know not how securely they are SHELTERED." (Wonderful thought!)

The Message of SEPARATION is imbodied in Rev.18 =
The Message of SEPARATION is imbodied in COL 406 =
let us go with that Message, it is the Last Message:
"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!!" because Christ is knocking =
on the OUTSIDE of that Laodicean Door - piled high
with RUBBISH! - found in the "IN COMMON" trough.

TAKE HEED =
"We must learn to STAND ALONE (Stand alone?? What happened to the infallible Leadership that would see us through?? Will they be spawned OUT?? + we with them???)

"We must learn to stand ALONE, our Faith fixed, not on the word of man, but on the SURE PROMISES of God." TM 490. EW 105. 5T:463,136. 7BC 983. CWE 42.

"We must learn to stand ALONE... the SOONER we learn this = the BETTER." EW 105,120. GC 142,395.

THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE =

Should we love that Vision? Should we hold fast to it?

(25)
High above the world a path =
At the beginning of the path =
An angel told me =
Was the midnight cry =
This bright light =
Shone all along the path =
And gave light for our feet =
Leading us to the city =
The 144,000 were all sealed =
And perfectly united =
On their foreheads =
Was "God-New Jerusalem =

Translated without seeing death = follow a bright Light...
Church Triumphant =
AND A GLORIOUS STAR =
CONTAINING JESUS =
NEW NAME =

Some were falling off
THE PATH = BACK INTO DARKNESS.

"And at midnight a cry was heard = "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
The wise joined the procession. Col 4:6.
And the door was shut — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
And the door was shut — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
And the door was shut — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

The First End of the Path, an Angel told me, was the Midnight Cry = no one is SEALED with the SEAL of the Living God unless they obey the Call: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
Like the Disciples that believed the Testimony of Jesus and fled OUT of the Holy City, OUT of the Synagogue of Satan! NOT ONE LOST THEIR LIVES! (26)
Even so the Wise must + will LEAVE the Foolish Apostate Church [NEVER in the world will the Foolish LEAVE the Kind of a Church they Fabricated together] but the WISE recognize the superiority of and so JOIN the PROCESSION and the Door (of Probation) is then Shut! No SDA MAXWELL PROBATION AFTER THAT! Let no one who calls himself a "TESTIMONY-BELIEVER" deny this basic Third Angel's Message Teaching. In the 7 Last Plagues they CURSE GOD = "and REPENTED NOT" Rev.16:11. "and REPENTED NOT" Rev.16:9. "yet REPENTED NOT" Rev.9:20-1. BEYOND REPENTANCE! Or do we join SDA MAXWELL imagining we may be Guilty of the Unpardonable Sin to: "ACCUSE" the so-called "FATHER" of us all that we must needs follow = right into the Cave of Endor + Ekron! THAT will be the Day! Matt.25. WTF 28. 2T:191. 6T:400-1. RH A3:601. A5:254,294. SM 1:16. A4:372. LS 412. TM 453. 9T:97.

CONSEQUENCES:
The Wise do not weigh = CONSEQUENCES = they do not pause to estimate what will happen to me + mine if I choose the Right = they choose the RIGHT and leave CONSEQUENCES with God. GC 460. MM 255-6. 5T:71. SG 1:29-30.

If we would all weigh CONSEQUENCES in our human Scales, and we dare not make a move unless the MAJORITY is with us = it will not be long till we find ourselves right in the Middle of BROADWAY, with NO DISTICTION except in NAME = our Fate will be the same. All the Mockery of having gone through this Life = will be all for Nothing. GOD HONORS THOSE WHO HONOR HIS NAME.

"If we suffer, we shall also reign with Him,
If we deny Him, He also will deny us." 2 Tim.2:12.

"Whosoever therefore shall be ASHAMED of Me and of My words in this adulterous + sinful generation; of him also shall the Son of Man be ASHAMED, when He cometh in the Glory of his Father with the holy Angels."


"But whosoever shall DENY Me before men,
him will I also DENY before my Father
which is in Heaven." Matt.10:33.16:24.

WRITE;
Send in your requests for other "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" PUBLICATIONS. Especially ask for the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE SERIES #2 or #3. What does this parable Teach? — ???
"For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it shall be opened."
Matt. 7:8.

"Then study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the Word of truth." 2 Tim. 2:15.

WITH THE SPIRIT OF ELIJAH WE SAY, "HOW LONG halt ye between two opinions? ... if the Lord be God, follow Him; but if Baal, then follow him."

(Send your requests to = ANN DeMICHAEL, 2924 Penny Lane, Youngstown, Ohio. 44515. USA.)

VALUABLE EXTRACTS FROM ANN DEMICHAEL LETTER = April 28/74.

Dear Bro............

My Question -
Partially answered in Feb.25th. COMMUNITY LETTER - re Br. Watts - SOP 4:38. A sign + a message of the impending ruin of Jerusalem, the church, the holy city = that they might make their escape =

I had in mind -
When in the last remnant of time before the door is shut, the westering sun about to set on Modern Jerusalem Apostate Israel = Mercy makes her last plea = before she folds her wings = never to return = it is the last chance, the last call to see the "Procession moving on...."

And the foolish now go to buy oil. Having been too indolent, careless + indifferent to hear or heed the warning, wrapped about with worldly cares = in the garments of their own self-righteousness. Failed to watch + pray. Failed to make the needed preparation. We are then in the time when all these see + are in distress = after probation for the church is closed.

"Often the Christian life... pictures impending ruin before, and bondage or death behind. Yet the voice of God speaks clearly, "GO FORWARD." Let us obey the command, even though our sight cannot penetrate the darkness. (†This is justification by faith! The only kind!†)... Those who defer obedience till every shadow of uncertainty disappears, and there remains no risk of failure or defeat will (28) NEVER OBEY." RH A4:414.
Since the problem we are dealing with is SEALING - and how to be PREPARED for the SEALING - just HOW are we to be: "COMPLETE" in Him? Consider this Gem from the Pen of Inspiration under the Title of: "CO-OPERATION."

IS THIS JUSTIFICATION OR AS WE GO ON TO SANCTIFICATION?

"Work out your own Salvation with fear + trembling..." Man is to make. the most strenuous EFFORTS to OVERCOME the Tempter, to SUBDUE natural PASSIONS... we must ACT our PART... God works + man works...

"RESISTANCE of temptation must come from MAN, who must draw his POWER (who are those who deny this POWER/?)???+ draw his POWER from God. Thus he becomes a co-partner with Christ... We are to be individual toilers. CHARACTER cannot be bought or sold. It is FORMED by patient, continued EFFORT... We may all STRIVE for PERFECTION of CHARACTER, but all who come into possession of it will EARN it STEP by STEP, by the CULTIVATION of the virtues which God commends...

"The MATERIAL for the BUILDING... "ADD to your Faith virtue-knowledge-temperance-patience-godliness-brotherly kindness-charity"... Here we are shown HOW we may co-operate with God. Man is to WORK constantly...

"Thus man GROWS in spirituality, until he presents to the world, to angels, and to men, such PERFECTION of CHARACTER that in the Heavenly Courts the words are spoken, "Ye are COMPLETE in Him." RH A5:415-6. May 28,1908.

BY THE PUBLISHERS: With all the Sea-Sawing back + forth that has taken place since 1958 on the most important Subject in the Universe = HOW to build a CHARACTER = CAN it be BUILT - ??? Or must it be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" - ??? We Thought this Supreme Reference by Sr. Ann was well-worth FEATURING in BRIGHT LIGHTS for it at once SMASHES everything the self-confessed: "AWAKENING" has been dishing out for 16 too-long Years, and also sets much of that Special 1974 R&H "RIGHTEOUSNESS" or rather "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" issue so far back = so if we have no Room for anything else but this, how fitting to Close with this BRIGHT LIGHT on our PATH = for which we thank God. Now read that RH A5:415-6. Reference all over again, and then these Remarks by Sr. Ann:

FALSE PROPHETS = RDB + FTW jumped the gun on the Heavenly Courts - teaching that ye are Complete in Him NOW!!!"
"PAUL... urged the Galatians to leave the false guides by whom they had been misled, and to return to the Faith... HYPOCRITES, UNHOLY in heart and CORRUPT in life... They had no desire for a Gospel that called for OBEDIENCE... required too great a sacrifice, and they CLUNG to their ERRORS, deceiving themselves + others... TODAY, as then, there are false spiritual guides, to whose DOCTRINES many listen EAGERLY...

IT IS THE DUTY =

"It is the Duty of every servant of God to withstand FIRMLY + DECIDEDLY these PERVERTERS of the Faith, and by the Word of Truth FEARLESSLY to EXPOSE their ERRORS." (Thank God for this Instruction!) AA 386-7. 1911.

"Only Believe" - Solely by Faith in Christ - Solely by Faith in His Obedience to keep the Law of God - Solely by His Grace. - - - Rather than by Faith in His Power that renders Obedience POSSIBLE! Thus we keep the LAW. Or strive to that End. "Virtue of CHARACTER depends upon the right action of the POWERS of the Mind + Body." MM 259. CH 505. [How important then - to keep from being saddled down + crippled with poisonous Drugs!]

Some of the revealed written Testimonies [Will] of the Holy Spirit have been burned - left out - mixed-up - fragmentized in the "revised" EGWhite books. While other important Testimonies of + about the Holy Spirit are concealed in the Vaults - parts of which are dribbled out to the Flock piecemeal by the Trustees according to their own human timing for the Event or the Year. With no regard to the wishes of the Holy Spirit's Timing, which was the Time they were given = for each Individual heart and soul. And "THE VERY LAST DECEPTION of Satan will be to make of non effect the Testimony of the Spirit of God." E.G.White in Letter 12. 1890. SM 2:78.

"Let me tell you (Ministers + Workers) that the Lord will work in this Last Work in a manner very much out of the COMMON ORDER of things, and in a Way that will be CONTRARY †(the very opposite)† to ANY HUMAN PLANNING... it will be seen that He is taking the Reins in HIS OWN HANDS." TM 300. 5T:80.

Dribbling from the Vaults = "PREPARING FOR THE LATTER RAIN" by Pastor D.S.Osgood. Which is said to contain - never previously released 49 quotations by EG White on the Holy Spirit's ministry. (30)
In going over these Osgood quotations I find the Dot Dot Dots. [...] I find 24 such ... s! There are 12 quotations which consist of only ONE sentence each! And a number which consist of only TWO sentences apiece. How can anyone know which admonition from which missing sentence or sentences or ... s the individual heart-soul is in need of ??? -

Reminds one of the Dark Ages of which we have a good description in 1884 SOP 4: - chapters 2-3. GC 234-5. And also reminds me of the ever-elusive, just-around-the-corner, soon to be discovered "CURE" for "Cancer". The yearly merciless Drives for cancer + other diseases to raise more money for the Laboratory Expert's Hoax. While thousands die yearly - waiting! trusting! hoping! = in vain! Like the Adventists at their Camp-Meetings - that ever Spiritual "LOUD CRY CURE" ever just beyond reach = as they forever Prime the Pumps seeking for a Lift from a Dry Well.

More money to build their mammoth Institutions + Hospitals. History being repeated: "The JEWISH LEADERS looked with PRIDE upon their magnificent Temple, and the imposing Rites of their religious Service = but JUSTICE, MERCY, and the LOVE of God were lacking. The GLORY of the Temple, the SPLENDOR of their Service, could-not-recommend-them-to-God; for that which alone is of value in His sight they did not offer. They did not bring Him the sacrifice of a HUMBLE + CONTRITE spirit. It is when the Vital PRINCIPLES of the Kingdom of God are LOST that Ceremonies become MULTITUDINOUS + EXTRAVAGANT. It is when the CHARACTER-BUILDING is neglected, when the ADORNMENT of the Soul is LACKING, when the SIMPLICITY of Godliness is LOST SIGHT OF, that PRIDE + LOVE of DISPLAY demand magnificent church edifices, splendid adornings, and imposing ceremonials. In this GOD-IS-NOT-HONORED. A Fashionable Religion that consists of ceremonies, pretense, and display, IS-NOT-ACCEPTABLE to Him. Its services call forth NO RESPONSE from the Heavenly Messengers." COL 297-3.

"It is the atmosphere of Grace which surrounds the Soul of the believer, the Holy Spirit working upon Mind + Heart, that makes him a savor of Life unto Life, and enables God to bless his WORK." COL 298. [We love these Quotations in their Setting - which shed a Beam of Light + Hope for the Dignity + Adornment of the Soul of the INDIVIDUAL'S Heart-Beat - not the Chime of the Bells from the cold Walls of a Church. Therefore let us turn to the COLORED CENTER-PAGES to continue on....] (31)